
Education Sector Development Program (RRP SRI 39293) 

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS ASSESSMENT 
 

A. Introduction 

1. This assessment of the program financial management system is intended to determine the 
degree to which the system will be able to manage fiduciary risks relating to financial 
management and provide reasonable assurance that program funds will be used appropriately. 
The assessment has been conducted with reference to the Guidelines for the Financial 
Management and Analysis of Projects1 and Financial Due Diligence: A Methodology Note.2 As 
required by the Asian Development Bank‟s (ADB‟s) policy paper on Piloting Results-Based 
Lending for Programs it focuses on accountability and transparency and covers (i) internal 
controls, (ii) funds flow arrangements, (iii) accounting, (iv) financial reporting, and (v) 
independent audit.3  
 
2. The assessment included a review of the Government of Sri Lanka‟s (the government) 
public financial management (PFM) system and capacity within the Ministry of Finance and 
Planning (MOFP), Ministry of Education (MOE) and Provincial Governments including their 
Departments of Education (DOE), as well as the Auditor General Department (AGD) which is 
the supreme audit institution in Sri Lanka. The proposed arrangements imply full use of country 
PFM systems. Accordingly, although ADB policies on financial management or procurement will 
not apply, it becomes more relevant to assess the strength of the Country Systems to determine 
whether ADB can rely upon them, along with additional assurances and/or institutional capacity 
building measures.  
 
3. The assessment was prepared by Mr. Jens Claussen (Public Management Consultant) 
during December 2012–March 2013 with inputs from Ms. Sherazade Shafiq (Financial 
Management Specialist, SAOD-PR). Preparation activities included reviewing prior 
assessments and documents, interviewing counterparts and consultants, and discussing issues 
with stakeholders.  It also included a review and testing of the government financial 
management system by analyzing itemized data.  Risks, progress made to date and further 
mitigating actions were identified together with counterparts. Detailed Financial Management 
Assessment Questionnaire is attached as Appendix 1. 
 
B. Program Description 

4. The government‟s medium-term Education Sector Development Framework and Program 
(ESDFP) 2012–2016 (updated for 2013–2017), lays out the government‟s strategy to improve 
equity and quality of education.4 The ESDFP includes targets and provides the foundation for 
allocating financial and non-financial resources. The ESDFP‟s flagship component, the 1,000 
Secondary Schools Development Program, focuses on improving the equitable provision of 
quality Science and Math education. 

5. The ESDFP is a wide-ranging education development program, and includes MOE support 
and supervision of provincial levels through capacity building and technical support. The ESDFP 
describes the key outcomes and results to be achieved, including strategies and resources 
required to achieve them. Implementation will be guided by annual implementation plans 
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(including a procurement plan). The allocations vary from province to province, based on 
provinces‟ specific needs and economic and education development.  The ESDFP also seeks to 
strengthen the efficiency of program implementation by supporting activities such as 
procurement planning and monitoring, and land-use planning in school construction. The 
ESDFP will be reviewed and updated annually based on past implementation experience and in 
light of new information and policy needs and priorities. 
 
6. ADB‟s financial contributions will be subject to results delivery and will be made directly to 
government‟s Consolidated Fund (CF). ADB‟s financial contributions to ESDFP will enhance 
government‟s ability to fully finance ESDFP‟s implementation. 
 
7. ADB will be supporting the program through results-based lending (RBL), i.e. 
disbursements are contingent upon delivery of results as measured by measured by 
Disbursement-Linked Indicators (DLIs). Delivery of these DLIs is contingent on efficient and 
effective budget management. Thus, the achievement of the DLIs by themselves serves as 
indicators of efficient and effective public sector financial management. In addition, PFM related 
risks identified during this assessment shall be managed by (i) linking achievement of key 
financial risk mitigating measures to disbursement; (ii) requiring the monitoring and 
implementation of agreed mitigating responses in the Program Action Plan; and (iii) assurances 
within the loan agreement. These arrangements mean all PFM-related risks associated with 
program implementation as identified from the financial management assessment of the 
government‟s systems and procedures in general and as they relate to the education sector, 
shall be managed based on their relative significance. Risks with respect to procurement are 
covered separately in the procurement assessment, and have not been addressed within this 
report. 
 
C. Country- and Sector-level Issues—Existing Assessments and Progress Made to 

Date 

8. Country-level issues that potentially impact financial management include an unreliable 
budget allocation process, weak oversight and public accountability arrangements, and 
management and skills capacity issues. 
 
9. While there have been no recent country-level assessments of PFM arrangements, such as 
a public expenditure and financial accountability assessments, studies by ADB (2002),5 World 
Bank (2003),6 and World Bank and the government (2007),7 identified concerns regarding (i) the 
effectiveness of accountability mechanisms and arrangements at the subnational level; (ii) 
shortages of suitably skilled accountants and auditors; (iii) financial reporting standards and 
arrangements; and (iv) weaknesses in external auditing, oversight, and public accountability. 
ADB prepared a governance risk assessment and risk management plan in 2011 as part of the 
Country Partnership Strategy (CPS) 2012–20168 together a sector-specific assessment of the 
education sector. ADB and World Bank have also recently conducted a joint procurement 
assessment9 whose outcome is under review by the government. 
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10. ADB risk assessments, among others, identified PFM-related risks in education sector 
institutions (MOE and provincial education departments) including insufficient capacity, 
especially in provincial and local authorities, for financial management of large-scale 
infrastructure projects; suboptimal accountability; insufficient stakeholder input and consultation 
in policy and planning (especially at provincial and local levels); and inadequate internal 
auditing. Assessments have also identified that budgetary allocations to the education sector 
are unreliable due to (i) the budgeting process not being fully aligned with the process of 
medium term sector framework planning; (ii) a mix of formula-based and discretionary allocation 
to the provinces; (iii) inconsistent budget classification by sub-functional categories between the 
MOE and the Central government; (iv) within year budget cuts which especially impact lower 
levels of the government system to deliver planned outputs; and (v) inefficient spending against 
released budget. This may impact effective delivery of ESDFP results and in particular concerns 
Provincial level execution. Mitigating responses have been given in the FM Action Plan attached 
as Appendix 3.  

 
11. Sri Lanka‟s score on the Open Budget Index increased from 2006 to 2010 but dropped in 
2012.10 The latter was mainly due to late release of In-Year Reports and the failure to publish a 
Mid-Year Review that meets standards. The International Budget Partnership states that the 
government has the potential to greatly expand budget transparency by introducing a number of 
short-term and medium-term measures, some of which can be achieved at almost no cost to the 
government, among others through more timely release of within year budget execution reports 
and reviews, increase the comprehensiveness of the presentations and include also currently 
undisclosed expenditures related to defense and security. On the other hand, recommendations 
related to presentations of fiscal projections and scenarios and impact of fiscal policy 
adjustments as basis for budget allocations are already implemented and presented as part of 
the government annual budget submission and report on previous years‟ budget outturns.11 
 
12. In addition to the above, World Bank undertook a fiduciary review in 2010 with the objective 
of identifying opportunities for greater use of the country‟s Financial Management and 
Procurement systems in preparation for its support of the Transforming School Education 
Project (TSEP) project. 12  The review identified concerns regarding financial management 
capacity challenges within the education system at the provincial level and subordinated 
institutions (Zonal offices and schools) and concluded that there was a lack of financial 
management human resources at the provincial level as well as of the Ministry of Local 
Government and Provincial Councils (MOLGPC) to monitor budget execution. They concluded 
that the internal control framework could be relied upon provided there was (i) adequate 
oversight by internal and external auditors, (ii) active audit and management committees at the 
sector level to follow up on the implementation of audit recommendations, and (iii) 
institutionalize the knowledge and skill maintenance and development for all staff involved in 
financial management related aspects in the sector both at the centre and provinces. Since the 
TSEP Project is complementary to the ADBs proposed funding for ESDFP, significant efforts 
have been made to harmonize with the World Bank on their TSEP Project, without duplicating 
efforts or burden upon the government.  
 
13. Since the above-mentioned assessments including the ADB CPS risk assessment, the 
government has made progress in addressing many of the observed challenges related to the 
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  International Budget Partnership. 2013. Open Budget Survey 2012. Washington, D.C. 
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 Ref. among others the MOFP Annual Fiscal Management Report and the annual Medium Term Budgetary 
Framework document with fiscal projections used basis for the annual budget call circular.   
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 World Bank. 2011. Sri Lanka—Transforming the School Education System as the Foundation of a Knowledge Hub. 
Washington, D.C. 
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government‟s PFM system. World Bank is, under its TSEP Program, supporting capacity 
development in financial management at MOLGPC and provincial levels and supported 
significant training of financial management staff in the education sector in collaboration with the 
government, including a pool of training government trainers, and working with existing training 
institutions to include sector specific financial management training in the training calendars. 
The TSEP identifies as pre-requisites for a successful rollout of the school-based management 
model and supports: (i) continuous Financial Management (FM) and procurement capacity 
building of the committees, principles, teachers and staff involved in FM and procurement 
related decision making and implementation; (ii) clear and simplified FM and procurement 
guidelines; and (iii) development of institutional arrangements for fiduciary monitoring of school 
level activities and support to schools which are formalized by way of circular instructions. The 
accounts of school expenditures will be reported publicly. In addition, at the end of each year 
there will be a school performance feedback form that will describe the degree of attainment of 
the school‟s performance targets against the school development plan for that year. The school 
performance feedback form will be made available to the public, including parents and students. 
The information provided in this form is expected to help improve school level planning and 
implementation, and strengthen accountability to stakeholders. The best practices of school-
based management initiatives, including those developed within a CFA for primary schools, will 
be brought under the Program for School Improvement (PSI) framework. Since these fiduciary 
improvements are being monitored by the World Bank as part of its ongoing TSEP Project, ADB 
shall focus on other complementary areas. 
 
14. The World Bank has also contributed to enhancing AGD capacity through their Public 
Sector Capacity Building Initiative. This commenced in October 2008 and although was 
intended to be completed on 31 December 2011, has been extended once up to 31 December 
2012 and for a second time up to 31 December 2013 in recognition of the significant progress 
made by the AGD, specifically to establish a Departmental Training Center for AGD in 
Ratnapura. The AGD prepared its Corporate Plan 2012–2016 recently, which indicated that 
training in multi-disciplinary streams was a major weakness. Although the World Bank funded 
program did provide training to a significant number of staff (English language: 54%; 
Computers: 42%; Financial Audit: 39%; Investigative Audit: 8%; Performance Audit: 9% and 
IFRS: 30%), the success of the foreign training tours was mixed due to unavailability of staff to 
travel and attend due to heavy work load. The establishment of a national training institution, for 
which land has already been awarded by the government, will greatly facilitate the continual 
professional development of AGD staff. After the World Bank initiative, the percentage of 
investigative and performance audits conducted over total audits by AGD has increased from 
0% to 25% from March 2008 to August 2012. The percentage of technical staff trained and 
using recommended practices (including IT-based audits) and technical staff trained on relevant 
statistical trainings has increased by 50% during the same period. All audits in 2012 were 
completed within annual plan, compared to none in 2008. Note that the annual plan for 2012 
was to complete audits within one year, although this time frame needs to be further reduced up 
to 6 months so that audited financial statements are received on a timely basis, and are 
therefore more meaningful for stakeholders.13 As part of institutional capacity building for the 
AGD‟s office under the proposed program, ADB will focus on limited but complementary areas, 
such as enhancing the capacity of AGD staff assigned to MOE in understanding and meeting 
donor specific requirements, and focusing on the form and content of the auditors‟ opinion to 
enhance alignment with Sri Lankan Auditing Standards 
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15. In addition, a more consultative approach to sector planning is taking place by introducing 
new planning tools at the provincial level. Although staffing and training issues remain, the 
government continues to strengthen internal audit and control functions institution-wide through 
training and introducing new and improved procedures guided by circulars from the 
Management Audit Department of MOFP. These guidelines, when properly implemented, will 
serve to strengthen the internal control environment complying with good practice principles and 
standards for accounting and internal control, among others as pronounced by the Internal 
Control Standards Committee of International Organization of Supreme Audit Institutions  
(INTOSAI). 
 
16. A complementary capacity development technical assistance (TA) shall be provided by 
ADB in order to address risks relating to the capacity of provincial staff, and internal and 
external auditors, in particular (i) strengthening planning and financial management at MOE and 
provincial levels; (ii) improved budget execution in the program; (iii) training to MOE Internal 
Audit staff on the revised guidelines; (iv) training in procurement management; and (v) training 
to AGD staff assigned to ESDFP audit on donor specific audit requirements and requirements 
for a procurement audits. This TA has approved and currently focuses on trainings for skills 
development, but could also include surveys or other capacity building initiatives. Further TA 
resources may be sought, if considered necessary to support this Program.14  
 
17. ESDFP itself will address some of the risks relating to the capacity of MOE, provincial and 
district level staff in planning, budgeting, monitoring, and financial management through the 
establishment of a Sector Monitoring and Technical Support Unit (SMTSU) at the MOE. The 
SMTSU will be responsible for coordinating capacity support and activities, and will have 
outreach to the provinces and will be staffed with staff having adequate accounting, 
procurement, budgeting, and monitoring expertise. SMTSU will comprise of a Program Head 
supported by at least 2 other professional management personnel, a focal person to coordinate 
with the Finance Commission, 9 provincial program coordinators (all of whom will be 
Government officers), and necessary support staff. These government staff will be enhanced by 
five experts in secondary education management, monitoring and evaluation, procurement, 
financial management, and education infrastructure development In addition, ADB will work 
closely with the SMTSU at MOE and the MOFP to support bringing the financial statements of 
the program as closely in line with Sri Lankan Public Sector Accounting Standards (SLPSAS) as 
possible to enhance the quality of financial reporting. In addition, ADB intends to work with the 
AGD to improve the quality of the audit reports, to bring them closer in line with Sri Lankan 
Auditing Standards, as well to provide training and guidance on meeting specific donor audit 
needs.15 This will be done by providing and agreeing a comprehensive Statement of Audit 
Needs, awareness sessions conducted with AGD staff, as well as the recruitment of a qualified 
accountant within the SMTSU to assist in financial reporting matters. 
 
18. Training for education sector staff at the central, provincial, and sub-provincial levels will be 
coordinated by SMTSU and undertaken in planning and budgeting among others to link annual 
targets to budget resources, more accurate cash flow planning and expenditure forecasting; 
accounting and financial reporting including more disclosure of information to the public for 
oversight and control purposes and in general improve compliance with government rules and 
regulations.  
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19. ADB country and sector portfolio performance. The 2012 Country Portfolio Review 
Mission identified satisfactory performance of education sector projects, but identified concerns 
regarding (i) counterpart funds not being provided in a timely manner, and (ii) delays in the 
submission of audited annual project financial statements.16 ADB is harmonizing with the World 
Bank for submission of audited financial statements on a timelier basis for this program. World 
Bank has agreed the submission of Audited Program Financial Statements (APFS) (a) within 10 
months of the end of the fiscal year, for the year ended 31 December 2013; (b) within 9 months 
of the end of the fiscal year, for the year ended 31 December 2014; (c) within 7 months of the 
end of the fiscal year, for the year ended 31 December 2015; and (d) within 6 months of the end 
of the fiscal year, for the year ended 31 December 2016 and 2017. ADB shall require 
submission of these financial statements, along with applications for withdrawals, when they fall 
due as given above, prior to a scheduled disbursement.  
 
20. A spot review was conducted and finalized in January 2013 by the Office of Integrity and 
Anti-Corruption for Education for Knowledge Society Project, which highlighted certain 
weaknesses in the project‟s internal control procedures.17 One concern that has been raised 
consistently is the lack of physical control over project assets as a result of weaknesses in 
maintaining a fixed asset register. Although a manual register exists, it is not updated regularly, 
and neither is it reconciled with physical inventory existing. A second area of concern is that 
payments are sometimes made erroneously, inaccurately or for undelivered items. While this 
review highlighted gaps that were found in the implementation of a project, the findings reflect 
the gaps in capacity that are prevalent in the sector, which shall be addressed through a 
broader fiduciary systems program action plan agreed with the government. 
 
D. Risk Analysis 

21. A Financial Management Internal Control and Risk Management Assessment was 
conducted. The following risk assessments are based on risk prevalent in the system as 
relevant to the Education Sector, progress made to date against these under previous 
interventions, and further recommendations for risk mitigation measures.  
 

Risk Type Assessment without 
Mitigation 

Risk Description Management Plan / 
Measures 

Internal Controls High Some provinces face 
challenges in retaining 
adequate staff. 
 

Recruitment and 
Deployment Plan for 
central, provincial and 
zonal level accountants 
and internal audit staff 
to be developed and 
executed over a 5-year 
period included in the 
Financial Management 
Action Plan 
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Risk Type Assessment 
without 

Mitigation 

Risk Description Management Plan / Measures 

  Capacity in  accounting 
and procurement is 
inadequate at lower 
levels of the system 
(zonal offices and 
schools) 
 
Although the Internal 
Control Framework is 
reasonably well 
designed and includes 
robust rules, guidelines, 
implementation issues 
remain 

The Program Management Unit supported 
under the World Bank TSEP project provides 
training and supervision related to financial 
management and procurement at provincial 
levels. Capacity building in planning and 
management including financial management 
and procurement at central and provincial 
levels is included as a component of the 
CDTA. Detailed training plans will be 
developed and executed over a 5 year period 
as part of the Financial Management Action 
Plan. In addition, ADB shall require MOE to 
commit to MOE provincial level staff 
participation in the Civil Service Training 
Institute trainings it has recently instituted. 
Establishment of an SMTSU at the MOE to 
assist in program implementation will be a 
crucial element for ensuring fiduciary oversight 
of the program 

Fund Flows High Budget allocations for 
sub-sectors are not 
consistently made using 
appropriate government 
budget heads making 
budget management 
and monitoring of total 
resource allocations to 
sub-sectors challenging 

The World Bank through capacity building 
components embedded in TSEP provides 
technical assistance. Additional TA will be 
provided by ADB for improvement in sector 
budget planning and management at MOE, 
which will also serve to support Provincial 
planning and management. By implementing a 
more consistent process in budgeting, the 
management and monitoring will be brought 
more in line with international standards. 
 
Introduction of annual provincial plans to be 
submitted to MOE will allow full consolidation 
of budget and previous year‟s expenditures for 
the entire sector  

 High Poor predictability of 
resource availability 

Preparation of medium term expenditure plans 
and annual sector development plans by each 
ministry is now an integral part of the national 
planning and budget preparation cycle. 
 
Education sector is among the more advanced 
where medium term expenditure framework 
and sector plans have been in place since 
2006. 
 
Budget allocations need to be aligned to these 
plans. This has been included as part of the 
FM Action Plan In addition, the DLI approach 
and intervention logic provides incentives for 
timely funds release by treasury in order to for 
the education sector achieve the results. Since 
the DLI Matrix includes targets which by their 
very nature require expenditure, this risk is 
reduced. 
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Risk Type Assessment 
without 

Mitigation 

Risk Description Management Plan / Measures 

 High Budget releases are not 
fully in line with budget 
allocations and within 
year budget cuts have 
significant impact 
especially on lower 
levels of the 
government system 

Targeted Expenditure as a percentage of 
initial budget has been included as a DLI.  
 
 

Accounting  Accounts are prepared 
through a computerized 
accounting system used 
by all central and 
provincial spending 
units.  
All accounts are 
consolidated although 
the level of detail 
reduces the extent to 
which analysis along 
functional categories 
(sectors) of 
expenditures can be 
done since 
consolidation of 
information for analytical 
purposes for effective 
planning and monitoring 
of sector expenditures 
remains a challenge. 
Manual fixed assets 
register is maintained 
which is not updated 
regularly nor reconciled 
with physical inventory. 
Certain weaknesses 
have been identified 
during previous ADB 
spot checks 

ADB will also agree a Financial Management 
Action Plan with the government targeting key 
defined internal control weaknesses, including 
controls over fixed assets and erroneous 
payments This will be updated every year 
based on AGD recommendations and Annual 
Fiduciary Reviews conducted. 
 
The AFR will be focusing on sector specific 
risk areas such as management of teachers 
and payroll, civil works (school constructing 
and expansion), procurement of equipment for 
upgrading of schools, procurement of text 
books as well as management of school 
based grants and scholarship, which 
constitute the major share of the ESDFP 
budget 

Financial 
Reporting 

 Financial Statements 
are prepared using the 
government accounting 
system. Financial 
statements are not 
prepared in fully in 
compliance with Sri 
Lankan Public Sector 
Accounting Standards 
(SLPSAS) 

ADB will agree as part of the Financial 
Management Action Plan, the submission of 
timely audited financial statements in 
accordance with SLPSAS. This will be 
required to be submitted with each 
disbursement application as they become due. 

Independent 
Audit 
(Internal) 

 Each ministry and 
provincial department 
has an internal audit 
function. New and 
improved procedures 

CDTA includes provision for training of internal 
auditors at provincial levels. In addition DMA 
of MOFP has increased its efforts in training 
and supervision following new and improved 
internal audit guidelines. Development and 
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Risk Type Assessment 
without 

Mitigation 

Risk Description Management Plan / Measures 

guided by circulars from 
the Management Audit 
Department of MOFP 
have been introduce, 
which incorporate good 
practice principles and 
standards for 
accounting and internal 
control, among others 
as pronounced by the 
Internal Control 
Standards Committee of 
INTOSAI. However, 
some capacity 
constrains have been 
observed in particular at 
provincial levels.  

execution of a Skills Development Plan has 
also been included as part of the Program 
Action Plan 

Independent 
Audit 
(External) 

 CPS and World Bank 
financial management 
assessment observed 
that AGD did not have 
adequate capacity in 
undertaking its mandate 
and conduct audits fully 
in compliance with 
international standards 
and delayed submission 
of audited financial 
statements. AGDs 
capacity has been 
strengthened since then 
however the audits still 
take up to one year to 
complete, the form and 
content of the audit 
reports are not in line 
with the Sri Lankan 
Auditing Standards, 
AGD staff have limited 
capacity in meeting 
donor specific 
requirements, and  
further training will be 
required to increase 
coverage of staff 
obtaining the required 
trainings in investigative 
and performance audits 
 
External Audit 
recommendations are 
not resolved on a timely 
basis 

ADB will agree as part of its Financial 
Management Action Plan, the submission of 
timely audited financial statements with the 
audit conducted in accordance with Sri Lankan 
Auditing Standards, as well as ADBs 
Statement of Audit Needs. In line with the 
World Bank requirements, these shall be 
required to be provided on a timely basis, 
namely: (a) within 10 months of the end of the 
fiscal year, for the year ended 31 December 
2013; (b) within 9 months of the end of the 
fiscal year, for the year ended 31 December 
2014; (c) within 7 months of the end of the 
fiscal year, for the year ended 31 December 
2015; and (d) within 6 months of the end of the 
fiscal year, for the year ended 31 December 
2016 and 2017.  
 
As part of institutional capacity building for the 
AGDs office under ADBs proposed program 
lending, ADB will focus on limited but 
complementary areas, such as enhancing the 
capacity of AGD staff assigned to MOE in 
understanding and meeting donor specific 
requirements, and focusing on the form and 
content of the auditors‟ opinion to enhance 
alignment with Sri Lankan Auditing Standards 
 
AFRs will be conducted to assess follow up of 
audit qualifications and additional 
assessments of key risk areas.  
 
As an additional provision in the loan 
agreement, ADB will reserve the right to 
commission supplementary audits if required 
and on the basis of outcomes from AFRs and 
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Risk Type Assessment 
without 

Mitigation 

Risk Description Management Plan / Measures 

AGD reports.  
 
Furthermore, jointly with the government and 
other development partners, ADB will consider 
conducting expenditure tracking/service 
delivery survey to assess how expenditures in 
key areas translate into outputs/outcomes. 

ADB = Asian Development Bank, AFR = annual fiduciary review, AGD = Auditor General‟s Department, CPS = Country 
Partnership Strategy, DLI = disbursement-linked indicators, DMA = Department of Management Audit, ESDFP = 
Education Sector Development Framework and Program, GAAP = generally accepted accounting principles, SLPSAS = 
Sri Lankan Public Sector Accounting Standards, MOE = Ministry of Education, MOFP = Ministry of Finance and Planning, 
SRAS =  Sri Lanka Accounting Standards, TA = technical assistance, TSEP = Transforming School Education Project. 

 

a
  High, Medium, Low. 

b
  Inherent Risk is the susceptibility of the program financial management system to factors arising from the 

environment in which it operates, such as country rules and regulations and entity working environment (assuming 
absence of any counter checks or internal controls). 

c
  Control Risk is the risk that the program‟s accounting and internal control framework are inadequate to ensure 

project funds are used economically and efficiently and for the purpose intended, and that the use of funds is 
properly reported. 

Source: ADB estimates. 
 

E. Existing Program Financial Management System 

1. Implementing Entities 

22. The program will be implemented by MOE with the overall responsibility for program 
management and supervision, and with different components executed by provincial 
Departments of Education (DOE), zonal offices, and school management and administration. 
The program will be financed from regular budget allocations of the government to respective 
entity. 
 
23. MOE has the overall responsibility for the planning and implementation of ESDFP. It is 
responsible for establishing national policies, norms and standards, for development of the 
education system which includes curriculum development, establishing service conditions, 
human resource management of education administrators, school principals and school 
teachers at the national level and in publishing and distributing textbooks, including 
accreditation of textbooks produced by the private sector. National level incentives, such as 
school uniforms and transport subsidies to increase school attendance, are financed from 
MOE‟s budget. MOE plans and manages professional development programs and courses for 
principals, section heads and teachers for national schools. 
 
24. Provincial Councils are responsible for developing and implementing the provincial 
education sector development plans which form an integrated part of the ESDFP. They manage 
the provincial school system including education administrators, school principals and school 
teachers at the provincial level. They plan and manage provincial level teacher development 
programs. 
 
25. The main financial management challenges observed within these sector institutors 
concern capacity constraints and retaining adequate staff for financial management and 
procurement at provincial, and in particular at zonal and school levels. Accordingly, ESDFP 
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includes components with special focus on strengthening the capacity of divisions and zones, 
which will also support to schools in planning, budgeting, administration and monitoring.  
 
26. While the government plan and manage public spending through a rolling medium term 
budget framework both at central and provincial levels, it has been prepared with limited 
linkages to stated targets with recurrent expenditures prepared on an incremental basis and 
limited consideration for future recurrent resource requirements of planned investments, in 
particular at provincial levels. In addition to the above, at provincial and in particular zonal levels 
supervision and oversight of school level budget execution and management of school level 
funding has been identified as a constrain with challenges related to adequate recording and 
accounting.     To improve the budget management in compliance with government regulations, 
ESDFP includes support for financial management-related training for education sector staff at 
the central, provincial and sub-provincial levels to achieve better linkages between the planning 
and financial aspects of the budget process.  Furthermore, and in particular at the provincial and 
zonal levels, training programs will be implemented for provincial and zonal staff in undertaking 
their role as oversight and supervisors for subordinated institutions in, cash management, 
accounting and financial reporting to strengthen compliance with Government‟s Financial rules 
and regulations. The training will start during the first year of the program covering 43 zones 
(out of 77) with additional training undertaken throughout the program cycle. Training will be 
coordinated under the management of the SMTSU established at MOE. 
 

2. Personnel 
 
27. The accounting departments of respective sector institutions will be maintaining accounts in 
accordance with government Financial Regulations. These are civil service staff employed for 
accounting at ministry and provincial levels. Their services are defined by the regular service of 
the government accounting staff with an accounting unit within each spending unit such as MOE 
and DOE (provinces). 
 
28. There are job descriptions for all positions in the Sri Lanka civil service, so also for the 
positions in MOE and provincial education departments including accounting and internal audit 
staff. Key personnel in key financial management positions of MOE and most provinces have 
been in their positions for several years although some provinces have challenges in retaining 
qualified staff as observed by some financial management assessments.  
 
29. Ministry of Public Administration and Home Affairs advertises all posts. Recruitment is 
made through a competitive process. The Public Service Commission serves as the regulating 
entity issuing rules and regulations and monitoring their implementation.  
 
30. With the Civil Service Training Institute, the government has recently introduced mandatory 
training programs for civil servants with options for attaining Diploma in Public Administration 
and Management program for senior executives including training for accounting staff. In 2012, 
more than 140 training courses for 3,270 civil servants including were undertaken with focus on 
public service management, government rules and regulations including government 
procedures for budget management, accounting and procurement regulations.18 ADB would 
require MOE to commit to the mandatory participation in these trainings of key provincial staff. 
 

                                                
18

  Civil Service Training Institute Annual Report. 
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3. Budgeting 

31. PFM in Sri Lanka is centralized, with MOFP playing the key role. PFM guidelines are 
comprehensive and are contained in the Financial Regulations (FR 2002) and subsequent 
amendments. The last major reform of financial regulations was initiated as part of the ADB 
funded Financial Management Reform Program, (subsequently converted to a project) in 
2008/09.  
 
32. The government has a clearly defined state budget and budget formulation procedure. It 
follows a procedure of “bottom up” budget formulation guided by a budget call circular issued by 
the Department of National Budget of the MOFP. The procedure is guided by a budget 
calendar, which includes legislative review of the extent to which budget allocations reflect 
stated policies and priorities. The process starts in July each year when the Department of 
National Budget issues the budget call circular to all ministries and central government agencies 
to guide them in preparing estimated expenditure requirements for the following fiscal year. The 
main recurrent expenditure is for personal emoluments. For Capital Expenditure requirements, 
the priority is given to ongoing capital projects while new capital projects to be included require 
the prior approval of the Cabinet of Ministers. For the inclusion of new foreign funded projects, it 
requires the concurrence of the MOFP External Resources Department (ERD). The government 
has gradually included Results-Based Management procedures as reflected in the budget 
submissions. The budget formulation process includes presentation of sector targets with a 3-
year perspective reflecting medium term policies and includes a budget forecast reflecting future 
resource requirements to achieve the stated targets.  
 
33. The above is presented as an Agency Result Framework and is included in the budget 
submission linking budget allocations to Key Performance Indicators. This is an element of the 
budget formulation procedure in response to the government Managing for Development 
Results initiative; a step towards a full implementation of program-based budgeting and result-
based financial management. The budget process serves to link allocations to general and 
sector polices and targets.  
 
34. The ESDFP is an integrated element of the result framework for MOE. However, the 
resource requirements for the implementation of ESDFP have not yet been fully reflected in the 
budget for 2013 and the subsequent years to be reflected in the medium term budget forecast. 
Once the proposed commitments from development partners including ADB are known, a 
supplementary budget will be submitted based on a revised Annual Implementation Plan taking 
the additional resources into account. The presentation of a revised budget reflecting the 
increased resource envelope for ESDFP after considering ADB lending is included as an 
assurance. 
 
35. Although progress is being made, with the gradual introduction of the results based 
budgeting approach, there are a number of improvements suggested to the budgeting process: 
 

(i) The budget process is not fully aligned with the process of medium term sector 
framework planning with limited authority over horizontal and vertical allocations 
by different levels.  

(ii) Allocations to Provinces are made through a mix of formula-based and 
discretionary allocations that limit the predictability of central government 
transfers to them. This may impact on effective allocation of resources in 
compliance with stated ESDFP priorities at different levels. 
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(iii) The application of the budget classification system is not consistently used by 
among others MOE in segregation of allocations by sub-functional categories. 
This creates a challenge when planning, managing and monitoring spending by 
different functions in compliance with policy targets. 

(iv) Budget releases are not fully in line with budget allocations and within year 
budget cuts impact especially lower levels of the government system to deliver 
planned outputs. This may impact on effective delivery of ESDFP results and in 
particular as concerns Provincial level execution. 

 
36. Several risk-mitigating actions have been included over and above the capacity building 
activities included in the program. One is the inclusion of assurance DLI for adequate spending 
against budget allocation. The second is the inclusion in the Program Action Plan of adequate 
budget allocation In addition, the nature of the DLIs is such that significant expenditure would be 
required to meet them, and hence this risk is reduced for this program. It is pertinent to note that 
World Bank for its TSEP program has also not included this as a DLI, Budget expenditure, as 
opposed to budget release has been taken as the more appropriate item to measure, to avoid 
inefficient and unspent releases. Another tool for added assurance and in guiding supervision 
will be an annual fiduciary review process (AFR). The AFR will assess key risk areas identified 
by AGD annual audits and other sources of information.  
 

4. Accounting  

37. The program budget is an integrated part of the MOE and Provincial accounting system. 
Budget formulation will follow the regular government budget process and budget releases 
made entirely from the MOE and provincial level budgets. All expenditures will be recorded in 
the government integrated financial management system (Computerized Integrated 
Government Accounting System) used by all central level agencies (ministries) and provinces. 
The system includes recording of revenues and expenditures by institutional, functional and 
economic categories of expenditures as well as segregation of expenditures by projects. The 
government budget classification system is comprehensive and allows analysis of budget and 
expenditures along several dimensions. The classification system enables segregation of 
allocations and expenditures by administrative units in the form of budget heads and sub-heads 
(Ministries, Departments and agencies), 19  functional and sub-functional areas and type of 
expenditures i.e. recurrent and capital (economic classification codes).20 
 
38. The chart of accounts consists of a 13-digit code. The classification system enables 
segregation of allocations and expenditures by administrative units with budget and sub-budget 
heads (ministries, departments and agencies), functional and sub-functional areas and type of 
expenditures i.e. recurrent and capital (economic classification codes). 
 
39. By use of “Program Codes” it segregates the above into two major categories of 
expenditures; Operational and Development Activities (which both contain recurrent and capital 
expenditures). Development Activities are further segregated into “Projects”. “Project codes” are 

                                                
19

  In the budget classification system the label “Program” is used to divide Operational Activities (program code 1) 
from Development activities (program code 2). Programs are subdivided into broader sub-programs called 
“Projects” like expenditures on Primary Education are identified by project code 3 and Secondary by project code 
4. Some Projects include spending across sub-sectors like project code 6 - Grants and Assistance for Education. 
Within them additional codes are applied to segregate spending on sub-projects. Economic Classification codes 
(GFS codes) are labeled Objects. 

20
  These are broadly in compliance with GFS 2001 classifications as issued by IMF. In the budget classification 
system they are labeled “Objects” and within them subsidiary “Item” classifications.  
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used to segregate development expenditure between broad functional categories (like primary 
and secondary education and expenditures cutting across functional areas). Within each 
“project” a subset of codes is used to segregate expenditures for each specific intervention 
under the “Project”. 
 
40. A separate source code is used to segregate expenditure by source of funding e.g. 
segregation of earmarked project tied aid from regular treasury CF resources. The proposed 
ADB loan will however not be segregated since it is disbursed to the CF without an audit trail to 
each individual transaction. 
 
41. Accounts are closed monthly with full reconciliation. This is a requirement for subsequent 
budget releases to each entity. All vouchers and other transactional evidence are maintained by 
the spending agency.  
 
42. The government will present its annual budget and subsequent quarterly financial progress 
reports (accounts) for financial monitoring purposes. They will show spending segregated by the 
above codes. They will include reports on expenditure by MOE and all DOEs at Provincial 
Level.  
 

5. Financial Reporting 

43. The government Public Sector Accounting Standards 2009, (SLPSAS) follows IPSAS 
pronounced by the International Public Sector Accounting Standards Board (IPSASB) of the 
International Federation of Accountants (IFAC). However, these IPSAS do not apply to public 
sector entities not applying the accrual basis of accounting. The current accounting procedures 
are double entry, modified-accrual accounting but a process is underway for transforming the 
system and procedures into full accrual accounting. This will improve on commitment control 
and asset management. In the interim, the MOE financial statements should be prepared so to 
ensure maximum alignment to SLPSAS. This could also be supported during implementation as 
part of improvement in the financial management system. Financial statements should also 
separately identify foreign payments made to ensure that payments to non-ADB member 
countries do not exceed total funding by ADB towards the program. 
 
44. Quarterly unaudited financial progress reports will also be obtained for the Program. These 
will enable an assessment of the budget allocation required for funding to deliver ESDFP results 
and level of compliance with the budget forecast for resource requirements. The same reports 
are also the basis for audit by the AGD.  
 

6. Information Systems 

45. The system and procedures for budget management and accounting include a 
decentralized computerized accounting system (CIGAS). Accounts are consolidated upwards by 
submission of accounting records from each accounting unit. All accounts are reconciled 
monthly at all spending levels. Advances are controlled and settled, with end of year zero 
balances in all bank accounts of all government accounting units. 
 
46. The system is not fully automated (like web based systems with entry of transaction level 
information into a central server). Instead, each spending unit submits its accounting data 
electronically (by email or memory stick) to a higher level accounting unit (like Provincial 
Departments) as part of a process of upward consolidation of accounts to a full consolidated 
account of the government made by MOFP Department of State Accounts.  
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47. All spending units use the accounting software including provinces. Accounts are closed 
monthly in compliance with the government Financial Regulations. 21  The procedure for 
consolidation of information gives sufficient assurance since all agencies need to undertake 
monthly bank reconciliation.  
 

7. Internal Controls 

48. All bank account balances are controlled by the central treasury who prepares daily and 
monthly cash balances of all government bank accounts i.e. the balances of the more than 
2,200 bank accounts are rolled back to one single overall balance (a single treasury accounting 
system). This is possible since all bank accounts are part of the central treasury system with 
access by them. At the end of the year, balances of all bank accounts are brought back to the 
central treasury, i.e. each year all spending agencies start the fiscal year with zero balances. 
 
49. There are standard formats for processing of payments (ref. Financial Rules 1992 and 
amendments). There is a clear segregation of duties between executing entity, pay point, and 
accounting entity. Furthermore, all entities (MOE and provincial education departments) have 
resident internal audit units reporting to management.  
 
50. The financial control procedures as stated in the financial regulations and subsequent 
procedures pronounced in MOFP circulars are followed by all central level spending units. The 
Provincial Level Institutions follow the provincial rules issued by the Governor of the Province. 
The provincial rules are aligned with the financial regulations. 
 
51. The financial regulations and subsequent procedures provide for a clear segregation of 
duties. Each Ministry/Agency has a chief accountant with several staff pending the volume of 
transactions. Preparation of Vouchers are segregated from accounting, which in turn is 
segregated from issuing/processing of payment, all under the responsibility of the respective 
ministry/agency “Accounting Officer”.  
 
52. Although an internal control framework exists, along with robust rules and regulations, 
implementation issues remain. These are partially due to a lack of capacity at the provincial 
levels and will be addressed by the CDTA as mentioned above. 
 

8. Internal Audit 

53. The internal audit unit attached to the MOE covers all entities at the central level including 
the national schools, and each Provincial Council has an internal audit unit covering all the 
sectors at the provincial level. DOEs have resident internal auditors from the provincial internal 
audit unit. The Chief internal auditor of MOE has a direct reporting line to the Secretary of MOE 
and the Chief Internal Auditor in a province reports to the Chief Secretary. This arrangement 
ensures the functional independence of internal auditors. DMA has over the years introduced 
new and improved regulations and standards for internal controls and internal audit 
departments. Among others in 2009 they issued new Internal Audit Guidelines (DMA/2009-1) 
and the same year a separate circular presenting Internal Auditing Standards and Code of 
Ethics Guidelines. In 2011, they introduced new guidelines on the Evaluation of Internal Control 

                                                
21

 Government of Sri Lanka. 1992. Financial Regulations of the Government of the Democratic Socialist Republic of 
Sri Lanka. Colombo. This is also in compliance with international standards of accounting. 
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Structure (DMA 2010-6) and in 2012 Guidelines for Internal Auditing in a Computerized 
Information System (CIS) Environment (DMA 2012-1).  
 
54. World Bank assessment in preparation for the TSEP states that internal audit units in MOE 
and across provinces are characterized by staff shortages. Since then, internal audit units have 
been further strengthened through training and additional supervision provided by the 
Department of Management Audit. In addition, MOE has included a framework for training of the 
internal auditors involved in the education sector under ESDFP. The training will be based on 
the Government internal audit guidelines that are in line with international internal audit 
guidelines and standards.  
 

9. External Audit 

55. There are 21 appropriation accounts under the education sector, three for central level 
agencies/ministries and 18 for the provinces. AGD issues an opinion on each of the 
appropriation accounts. The key audit findings are incorporated in the annual consolidated audit 
report presented by AGD to the parliament. As per the 2012 Audit Plan, these were required to 
be presented within one year. 
 
56. The government follows Accounting and Auditing Standards stipulated in Act No. 15 of 
1995 and as adopted by the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Sri Lanka, INTOSAI, the 
Asian Organization of Supreme Audit Institutions, and the guidance provided by the Committee 
on Public Accounts. As such the standards on auditing and accounting have been elevated to 
the status of legal enactments. Sri Lankan Auditing Standards (SLAS) are based on 
International Standards on Auditing (ISAs) with slight modifications for local needs. Hence 
compliance with Sri Lankan Auditing Standards ensures compliance in all material respects with 
ISA‟s, representing international best practice.22 Although these standards are in place, based 
on a review of a sample of audited financial statements of 2011, they are not fully complied with.  
Private sector audit firms would need to comply fully with SLAS, but the AGD may exercise 
discretion.  
 
57. Although AGD capacity has been enhanced through World Bank intervention, such as the 
inclusion of performance-based audit within the scope and training in IT-based audit techniques 
to AGD staff, the form and content of the audit opinion leaves room for improvement. In 
particular, the audit opinion should be signed, dated, stating managements and auditors 
responsibilities separately, referring to the framework under which the financial statements have 
been prepared and audited, separating control related issues in a separate management letter 
and having the financial statements upon which the opinion is issued attached thereto. In 
addition, AGD staff has limited capacity in performing donor specific audit procedures and has 
to date not been able to issue financial statements in less than one year.  
 
58. These aspects will be strengthened through the provision of a detailed Statement of Audit 
Needs, inclusion of the requirement for timely financial statements as part of the FM Action 
Plan, as well as training to select AGD staff on ADB audit requirements.  
 
59. It was also noted that audit recommendations are generally not well tracked, therefore not 
followed up or resolved on a timely basis. Based on a review of a sample of 2010 Education 
Sector Development Projects, the more serious observations relate to unutilized fixed assets at 
schools. These will also be reviewed during the AFRs. 

                                                
22

 Website of the chartered accountants of Sri Lanka www.icasrilanka.com. 

http://www.icasrilanka.com/
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F. Program Arrangements 

1. Program Financial Reporting and Auditing 

60. The annual program expenditure statements will be audited by the AGD. These include 
audit reports of the above mentioned appropriation accounts for MOE and Provinces.  
 
61. For the World Bank TSEP project, AGD will issue two consolidated audit reports for the 
ESDFP including an audit opinion and management letters on the consolidated financial reports 
prepared for the sector; one, reflecting education sector expenditure incurred by central level 
institutions and the other reflecting the provincial level expenditures. The same reports will be 
submitted to ADB. The consolidation has been harmonized with the World Bank, so that the 
MOE is not overburdened by multiple donor reporting requirements.  
 
62. The Audited consolidated financial statements in English should be received on a timely 
basis as follows: 

(i) within 10 months of the end of the fiscal year, for the year ended 31 December 
2013; 

(ii) within 9 months of the end of the fiscal year, for the year ended 31 December 
2014; 

(iii) within 7 months of the end of the fiscal year, for the year ended 31 December 
2015; and 

(iv) within 6 months of the end of the fiscal year, for the year ended 31 December 
2016 and 2017 

 
63. To ensure that consolidated financial statements are available on time, individual audit 
reports for the provincial and central appropriation accounts shall be made available, as follows: 

(i) within 9 months of the end of the fiscal year, for the year ended 31 December 
2013; 

(ii) within 8 months of the end of the fiscal year, for the year ended 31 December 
2014; 

(iii) within 6 months of the end of the fiscal year, for the year ended 31 December 
2015; and 

(iv) within 5 months of the end of the fiscal year, for the year ended 31 December 
2016 and 2017 

 
64. The reports will reflect the entire education sector expenditures for all sources of funds 
including all the appropriation accounts mentioned above. Although the World Bank requires 
distinction of certain expenditure heads which it has agreed to fund, ADB requires all the 
expenditure for the Program to be disclosed adequately in line with SLPSAS. A separate 
Statement of Sources of funds shall also be provided. Detailed financial reporting requirements 
shall be set out in the Statement of Audit Needs and agreed at loan negotiations as an 
annexure to the loan agreement. It is pertinent to note that World Bank has also chosen to 
include the requirement for submission of timely audited financial statements for its TSEP 
Project as an intermediate outcome indicator, as opposed to a DLI. 
 
65. In addition to the statutory opinion, ADB will require the AGD to give specific positive audit 
assurance with respect to use of the loan proceeds and compliance with financial covenants in 
the loan agreement. The AGD will undergo training to ensure that its staff understands the 
development partners‟ requirements. 
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66. All spending agencies making charges to MOE budget and Provincial DOEs will provide the 
auditors with full access to the related documents and records. The government system for 
resolution and settlement of audit observations will be applicable to ESDFP. The government 
will provide evidence to ADB of the course of action to resolve financial irregularities within 6 
months after the date of the audit report.  
 
67. ADB will monitor the timely resolution of any irregularities identified in financial audit reports 
and follow up on the government‟s compliance on audit observations.  
 
68. ADB will reserve the right to commission supplementary financial and compliance audits, if 
required. Any irregular expenditure will be followed up through the government‟s own 
accountability procedures. 
 

2. Disbursement Arrangements 

69. The disbursement arrangement is designed to promote Results-Based management by 
linking disbursements to government‟s delivery of results. Disbursement by ADB will be subject 
to achievement of key results of the ESDPF result framework as presented in the 
(disbursement-linked indicator) DLI matrix. The results are linked to delivering the sector 
program. They are a combination of sector specific reforms, in the case of ESDFP linked to 
improving the education sector (e.g. development/–implementation of policies/strategies/legal 
provisions) but also sector performance and monitoring.  
 
70. They also include required actions to improve on sector governance and management 
including financial management Disbursement by ADB will be contingent on the submission of 
annual audited financial statements on a timely basis along with request for disbursements. 
Other capacity building improvements shall be incorporated within the Program Action Plan, and 
monitored by ADB. 
 
71. The management of funds in support of the program will follow the government‟s system for 
budget formulation, execution, accounting, internal control/audit and external audit i.e. ESDFP 
will be entirely funded from the CF with no requirement to identify which transaction/payment is 
funded from which source; i.e. all transactions are funded from one single source; the CF of the 
government.23 
 
72. There will be no requirement for a Project Monitoring Unit (PMU) for specific accounting 
and reporting of ADB funding. However, additional support will be provided to strengthen sector 
management for the implementation of the ESDFP i.e. to strengthen government management 
capacity rather than for the purpose of complying with ADB specific monitoring and reporting 
requirements through the MOE‟s SMTSU.  
 
73. Total ADB loan of $200 million will be disbursed over 5 years. The first disbursement will be 
made after achievement of year 1 DLIs (at least 3 DLIs must be achieved). Achievement of DLIs 
shall be independently verified. If all DLIs achieved, the amount for a year will be $40 million. 
For those DLIs which are „carry-forward able‟, any amounts not disbursed for unmet DLIs will be 
disbursed once they have been met following the above schedule.   
 

                                                
23

 Using Country System (UCS) for financing of the program. 
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3. Fund-Flow Mechanisms 

74. ADB will be disbursing to the CF from where the resources will be blended with other 
revenues. ESDFP will be financed by regular releases from the CF. The flow of funds will follow 
a procedure where ADB disburses directly to one of the government‟s central revenue accounts 
with the Central Bank of Sri Lanka.24  
 
75. The funds from the CF are released entirely in accordance with government procedures. 
For MOE and Provincial DOEs, funds will appear as if they are released from only one source: 
the government.25 
 

Disbursement and fund flow arrangement 

 
ADB = Asian Development Bank, CBSL = Central Bank of Sri Lanka, CIGAS = Computerized Integrated Government 
Accounting System, DLI = disbursement-linked indicator, MOE = Ministry of Education, MOFP = Ministry of Finance 
and Planning, MLGPC = Ministry of Local Government and Provincial Councils.  
Source: Asian Development Bank. 
 

76. This arrangement is fully aligned with the government‟s systems and procedures for fund 
management. The government budget allocated to MOE and provincial level DOEs will serve as 
the program budget. The government accounting system CIGAS will be used for financial 
monitoring and reporting procedures.  
 
77. The financial regulations sets out clear rules for transfers between budget heads to ensure 
compliance with overall budget allocation objectives. Transfer of savings from a recurrent 
expenditure head of any Program to capital expenditure of the same Program, or to the 
recurrent or capital expenditure of any other Program, should be ordered by the Secretary to the 
Treasury or any officer authorized as provided for in the Appropriation Act. Transfers between 
Programs can be done only if the Appropriation Act provides for such transfers. 

                                                
24

 ADB disbursement will be made to the government account number 4201 with the Central Bank of Sri Lanka.  
25

 In the case of the World Bank funded TSEP, in some cases transactions are given a source code as if they were 
charged to World Bank contributions, This is because the government has to produce evidence that they followed 
World Bank procurement guidelines for an amount up to the amount disbursed by the World Bank i.e. the funding 
source is purely notional. For the remaining amount they follow government regulations.  
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78. Transfers between Object Classes of recurrent expenditure (type of expenditures) within 
Projects (subsectors) can only be made if authorized by the Secretary to the Ministry 
concerned/Chief Accounting Officer. Transfers between Object Classes of a Capital expenditure 
Project can only be made if authorized by the Secretary to the Treasury/Deputy Secretary to the 
Treasury or any other officer authorized by Secretary to the Treasury.  
 
79. Within the year, there are adjustments made to the budget, and these are pronounced 
through circulars from MOFP, in which spending units are asked to consider an overall 
reduction in the budget or for specific budget heads. These within year budget cuts, and in 
particular their impact on lowers levels of government (provinces) and sector program 
deliverables have been addressed by making ADB disbursements contingent on level of budget 
execution each year.  
 

4. Financial Covenants 

80. ADB will be contributing to the total government fiscal framework allocated for the ESDFP. 
For the ESDFP to deliver on results it requires among others that sufficient budgetary resource 
will be allocated for MOE and the provincial level DOE.  
 
81. The current year budget (2013) with projected allocations for 2014–2017 is not fully 
consistent with the required funding for ESDFP as per the ESDFP plan and budget.26 The 
estimated financing gap is $132 million when comparing current medium-term budget forecast 
with ESDFP budget, i.e. an additional allocation under the MOE and provincial DOE budgets will 
be required to ensure meeting of sector program objectives.  
 
82. To ensure that ADB‟s contributions serve to leverage required additional resources for 
financing of ESDP rather than substituting government allocations financed from the CF, 
government should agree to a minimum threshold of budget allocations broadly consistent with 
the resource requirements of ESDFP.  
 

5. Supervision and Monitoring 

83. As added assurance and in guiding supervision an annual fiduciary review, (AFR) process 
is proposed to assess key risk areas identified through annual audits by AGD and other sources 
of information. The AFR will focus on sector specific risk areas such as salaries, civil works of 
schools, procurement for upgrading/equipping schools, school-based grants, scholarships, as 
well as procurement of textbooks. 
 

6. Financial Management Action Plan 

84. An overview of main risks and proposed mitigating action are provided in sections below. 
These include all the risk identified in the Risk Analysis Table in para. 21. With these risk-
mitigating actions implemented the risks in use of the government financial management system 
and procedures are considered reasonable and manageable. Attached as Appendix 3 is a 
summary of all the financial management risks identified, and how they shall be mitigated. 

                                                
26 Government of Sri Lanka, Ministry of Education. 2012. Education Sector Development Framework and Program 

(2013–17). Colombo. 
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FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE 

Topic Response Remarks 

1. Implementing Agency 

1.1 What are the entities legal status / registration? MOE and Provincial Council       

1.2 Has the entity implemented an externally 
financed project in the past (if so, please provide 
details)? 

Several, among others EKSP financed 
by ADB 

      

1.3 What are the statutory reporting requirements 
for the entity? 

The entities are public sector institutions 
financed from the government state 
budget. Their reporting requirements 
follow government‟s financial 
regulations, which among others require 
each entity to submit monthly 
expenditure returns to MOFP before 
subsequent budget releases are made.  

      

1.4 Is the governing body for the project 
independent? 

NA       

1.5 Is the organizational structure appropriate for 
the needs of the project?  

MOE is the government policy and 
regulatory authority for the education 
sector as well as the main institution 
managing and supervising national 
schools and the national education 
sector programs in accordance with the 
annual implementation plan of the 
ESDFP. In addition, Provincial level 
Departments of Education are delegated 
authority and resources for 
implementation of provincial level 
activities with subordinated Zonal 
Offices supervising and monitoring 
school level activities of provincial 
schools.  

      

2.  Funds Flow Arrangements 

2.1 Describe (proposed) project funds flow 
arrangements, including a chart and explanation of 
the flow of funds from ADB, government and other 
financiers. 

All money from ADB will be credited 
central treasury adding to the overall 
resource envelope of the government‟s 
annual budget. All sector program funds 
will be released through the regular 
budget execution process of the 
government. There will be no audit trail 
for ADB funding (sector budget support). 

      

2.2 Are the (proposed) arrangements to transfer the 
proceeds of the loan (from the government / 
Finance Ministry) to the entity satisfactory? 

Ref. above.       

2.3 What have been the major problems in the past 
in receipt of funds by the entity? 

For some years the government budget 
allocated has not been fully released 
which has in particular impacted on 
Provincial and lower level spending 
agencies.  

      

2.4 In which bank will the Imprest Account be 
opened? 

In CBSL as a sub-treasury revenue 
account credited the Consolidated Fund.  
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Topic Response Remarks 

2.5 Does the (proposed) project-implementing unit 
(PIU) have experience in the management of 
disbursements from ADB? 

No PIU required. Fully executed and 
managed by existing government public 
sector management structures within the 
MOE which have experience and 
knowledge of ADB.  

      

2.6  Does the entity have/need a capacity to 
manage foreign exchange risks? 

Managed by the MOFP.       

2.7 How are the counterpart funds accessed? Ref. 2.1 above.       

2.8  How are payments made from the counterpart 
funds? 

Ref. 2.1 above.       

2.9  If part of the project is implemented by 
communities or NGOs, does the PIU have the 
necessary reporting and monitoring features built 
into its systems to track the use of project proceeds 
by such agencies? 

NA       

2.10 Are the beneficiaries required to contribute to 
project costs? If beneficiaries have an option to 
contribute in kind (in the form of labor), are proper 
guidelines formulated to record and value the labor 
contribution? 

School Development Committee is 
involved in planning, management and 
raising resources from community for 
school development and there is limited 
involvement in financial management 
activity. School Management Teams, 
however, are involved in financial 
management and procurement 
management of grants provided by 
government and funds raised from 
community. Each school has 5 accounts 
operated by school principal and 
associated teacher.  

      

3.  Staffing 

3.1 What is the (proposed) organizational structure 
of the accounting department? Attach an 
organization chart. 

The accounting department of 
respective sector institution follows 
government financial regulations. 

      

3.2 Identify the (proposed) accounts staff, including 
job title, responsibilities, educational background 
and professional experience. Attach job descriptions 
and CVs of key accounting staff. 

These are civil service staff employed 
for accounting at ministry and provincial 
levels. Their services are defined by the 
regular service of government 
accounting staff with an accounting unit 
within each spending unit such as MOE 
and DOE (provinces). These are several 
hundred staff civil servants who have not 
prepared CVs. 

      

3.3  Is the project finance and accounting function 
staffed adequately? 

The program is an integral part of the 
Ministry and Provinces. Some provinces 
have reported challenges in retaining 
adequate staff and not having sufficient 
staff positions. This is being addressed 
by DMA and ESDFP and includes a 
component in strengthening their 
performance. 

      

3.4 Is the finance and accounts staff adequately 
qualified and experienced? 

Ref. 3.3       
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3.5 Is the project accounts and finance staff trained 
in ADB procedures? 

NA         

3.6 What is the duration of the contract with the 
finance and accounts staff? 

Permanent staff of MOE and Provinces.       

3.7 Indicate key positions not contracted yet, and 
the estimated date of appointment. 

Ref. 3.3 above       

3.10 Does the project have written position 
descriptions that clearly define duties, 
responsibilities, lines of supervision, and limits of 
authority for all of the officers, managers, and staff? 

There are job descriptions for all 
positions in the Sri Lanka civil service 
and functional responsibilities defined in 
the financial regulations and subsequent 
circulars of MOFP DMA. 

      

3.11  At what frequency are personnel transferred? No systematic sequence in transfer of 
personnel. Key personnel in key 
financial management positions of MOE 
and most provinces have been in their 
positions for several years although 
some provinces have more challenges 
in retaining qualified staff. All posts are 
advertised by Ministry of Public 
Administration and Home Affairs and 
recruitment is made through a 
competitive process while the Public 
Service Commission serves as the 
regulating entity issuing rules and 
regulations and monitoring their 
implementation.  

      

3.12 What is training policy for the finance and 
accounting staff? 

With CSTI, the government has recently 
introduced mandatory training programs 
for civil servants with options for 
attaining Diploma in Public 
Administration and Management 
program for senior executives. In 
addition, training and supervision is 
included as a component of ESDFP. 

      

4.  Accounting Policies and Procedures 

4.1 Does the entity have an accounting system that 
allows for the proper recording of project financial 
transactions, including the allocation of 
expenditures in accordance with the respective 
components, disbursement categories, and sources 
of funds? Will the project use the entity accounting 
system? 

The program is an integrated part of the 
MOE and Provincial department for 
education budgets. Budget formulation 
follows the regular government budget 
process and budget releases made 
entirely from the MOE and provincial 
level budgets. All expenditures will be 
recorded in the government‟s integrated 
financial management system CIGAS 
used by all central level agencies 
(ministries) and provinces. The system 
includes recording of revenues and 
expenditures by institutional, functional 
and economic categories of  
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 expenditures as well as segregation of 
expenditures by projects. CIGAS is 
double entry accounting system that 
integrates General Ledger, Cash Book, 
Bank Reconciliation, Branch 
Amalgamation, Cheque – Voucher – 
Receipt generation and Budget Controls 
in one overall system. With one time 
entry of receipts, and payments it 
updates all books of accounts 
automatically.  

 

4.2 Are controls in place concerning the preparation 
and approval of transactions, ensuring that all 
transactions are correctly made and adequately 
explained? 

There are standard formats for 
processing of payments (ref. FR 1992 
and amendments). There is a clear 
segregation of duties between executing 
unit, pay point and accounting entity. 
Furthermore, all entities (MOE and 
provincial education departments) have 
resident internal audit units reporting to 
management, MOFP and AGD.  

      

4.3 Is the chart of accounts adequate to properly 
account for and report on project activities and 
disbursement categories? 

The chart of accounts consists of a 13-
digit code. The classification system 
enables segregation of allocations and 
expenditures by administrative units with 
budget and sub-budget heads 
(Ministries, Departments and agencies), 
functional and sub-functional areas and 
type of expenditures i.e. recurrent and 
capital (economic classification codes). 
By use of “Program Codes” it 
segregates the above into two major 
categories of expenditures; Operational 
and Development Activities (which both 
contain recurrent and capital 
expenditures). Development Activities 
are further segregated into “Projects”. 
“Project codes” are used to segregate 
development expenditure between 
broad functional categories (like primary 
and secondary education as well as 
expenditures cutting across functional 
areas). Within each “project” a subset of 
codes are used to segregate 
expenditures for each specific 
intervention under the “Project”. 

      

4.4 Are cost allocations to the various funding 
sources made accurately and in accordance with 
established agreements? 

A separate source code is used to 
segregate expenditure by source of 
funding e.g. segregation of earmarked 
project tied aid from regular treasury 
consolidated fund resources. ADB funds 
will however not be segregated from 
other sources of finance since it is  
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 disbursed to the consolidated fund 
without an audit trail to each individual 
transaction. 

 

4.5 Are the General Ledger and subsidiary ledgers 
reconciled and in balance? 

Accounts are closed monthly with full 
reconciliation. This is a requirement for 
subsequent budget releases to each 
entity. All accounts have Zero balance at 
the end of the fiscal year. 

      

4.6 Are all accounting and supporting documents 
retained on a permanent basis in a defined system 
that allows authorized users easy access?  

All vouchers and other transactional 
evidence are maintained by the 
spending agency.  

      

Segregation of Duties 

4.7 Are the following functional responsibilities 
performed by different units or persons: (i) 
authorization to execute a transaction; (ii) recording 
of the transaction; and (iii) custody of assets 
involved in the transaction? 

Authorization to execute a transaction is 
segregated from the unit actually paying 
and accounting for the transaction.  

      

4.8 Are the functions of ordering, receiving, 
accounting for, and paying for goods and services 
appropriately segregated? 

The functions are segregated and the 
organization of the functions broadly the 
same at MOE and provincial levels.  

      

4.9 Are bank reconciliations prepared by someone 
other than those who make or approve payments? 

The accounting entity conducts the 
monthly reconciliation, which is 
controlled by the internal audit unit as 
well as the resident AGD unit of the 
entity.  

      

Budgeting System 

4.10  Do budgets include physical and financial 
targets?  

The budget is prepared with medium 
term expenditure framework with sector 
(program) targets and projected budget 
requirements for additional three year 
beyond the budget year. This applies to 
both MOE and Provinces. The Finance 
Commission appraises provincial budget 
proposals and the extent to which the 
sector targets are realistic within the 
allocated budget before making its 
recommendation for approval. 

      

4.11 Are budgets prepared for all significant 
activities in sufficient detail to provide a meaningful 
tool with which to monitor subsequent performance? 

The level of detail and the different 
dimensions reflected by the chart of 
accounts enable analysis of 
expenditures by several dimensions. 
However, the statements of 
expenditures present only expenditures  
along a few dimensions i.e. the capacity  
of the system for monitoring 
expenditures along several dimensions 
is not fully utilized.  

      

4.12 Are actual expenditures compared to the 
budget with reasonable frequency, and explanations 
required for significant variations from the budget? 

Annually, the government produces a 
Fiscal Management report presenting 
overall and sector performance of  
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 budget outturns with analysis of 
deviations from originally approved 
budget. 

 

4.13 Are approvals for variations from the budget 
required in advance or after the fact? 

Changes in budget allocations require 
executive approval. The procedures to 
apply depend on amount and nature of 
expenditure. 

      

4.14 Who is responsible for preparation and 
approval of budgets? 

Budgets are prepared based on budget 
call circulars issued by MOFP. Each 
entity at central and provincial levels 
presents their budget submissions, 
which eventually are reviewed by 
Finance Commission and MOFP before 
tabled by the cabinet in the parliament.  

      

4.15 Are procedures in place to plan project 
activities, collect information from the units in 
charge of the different components, and prepare the 
budgets? 

MOE prepares an AIP for the sector 
program with inputs from provinces 
integrated in the plan. It includes among 
others detailed description of activities, 
results, budget and source of finance. 
Under ESDFP provinces are required to 
prepare and present provincial Annual 
Implementation Plans to MOE. 

      

4.16 Are the project plans and budgets of project 
activities realistic, based on valid assumptions, and 
developed by knowledgeable individuals? 

The AIPs are based on a costed sector 
strategy but adjusted to budget ceilings. 
Provincial budgets are appraised by 
Finance Commission which leads to 
downward adjustments of budget 
proposals, this because the entities are 
not provided budget indicative ceilings 
for the capital budget prior to preparing 
their budgets, i.e. their budget 
preparations do not take fully into 
account available resource envelope.    

      

Payments 

4.17  Do invoice-processing procedures provide for: 
(i) Copies of purchase orders and receiving reports 
to be obtained directly from issuing departments? 
(ii) Comparison of invoice quantities, prices and  
terms, with those indicated on the purchase order 
and with records of goods actually received? (iii) 
Comparison of invoice quantities with those 
indicated on the receiving reports? (iv) Checking the 
accuracy of calculations? 

These are standard provisions of the 
financial regulations. 

      

4.18 Are all invoices stamped PAID, dated, 
reviewed and approved, and clearly marked for 
account code assignment?  

All invoices are registered, recorded and 
filed as per financial regulations.  

      

4.19  Do controls exist for the preparation of the 
payroll and are changes to the payroll properly 
authorized? 

The Department of State Accounts is the 
overall custodian of the GPS and 
periodically requests update of the 
centralized pay register. All positions 
and salary payments at central and local 
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  government needs approval by the 
Treasury before charged to the 
respective budget head of each 
institution. 

 

Policies And Procedures 

4.20 What is the basis of accounting (e.g., cash, 
accrual)? 

Semi-accrual accounting with process 
underway to introduce full accrual 
accounting. 

      

4.21 What accounting standards are followed? Government Public Sector Accounting 
Standards (2009) which broadly follow 
the IPSAS pronounced by IPSASB of 
the IFAC. However, these are not 
required to be applied by PSEs not 
applying the accrual basis of accounting. 

 

4.22 Does the project have an adequate policies 
and procedures manual to guide activities and 
ensure staff accountability? 

The program is an integrated part of 
MOEs budget. MOFP issues civil service 
code of ethics and standards.   

      

4.23 Is the accounting policy and procedure manual 
updated for the project activities? 

Accounting policy and procedures are 
those of the government, as issued by 
MOFP. 

      

4.24 Do procedures exist to ensure that only 
authorized persons can alter or establish a new 
accounting principle, policy or procedure to be used 
by the entity? 

The MOFP is in charge of authorizing 
accounting principles and procedures for 
all ministries and provinces including 
MOE and provincial education 
departments.  

      

4.25 Are there written policies and procedures 
covering all routine financial management and 
related administrative activities? 

The Financial Regulations and 
subsequent amendments including 
circulars issued at different intervals 
state the financial rules and regulations 
to follow.  

      

4.26 Do policies and procedures clearly define 
conflict of interest and related party transactions 
(real and apparent) and provide safeguards to 
protect the organization from them? 

The Financial Regulations 1992 (section 
1) with subsequent amendments issued 
in circulars refers to authority and 
segregation of duties. 

      

4.27 Are manuals distributed to appropriate 
personnel? 

The financial regulations, subsequent 
circulars and other documentation are 
distributed by email and/or posted on the 
MOFP website for downloading by all 
entities. Most of them are also available 
to the general public. 

      

Cash and Bank 

4.28 Indicate names and positions of authorized 
signatories in the bank accounts. 

Positions of authorized signatories are 
stated in the financial regulations. 

      

4.29 Does the organization maintain an adequate, 
up-to-date cashbook, recording receipts and 
payments? 

All payments and receipts are registered 
and recorded in the government‟s 
integrated financial management system 
 CIGAS on a daily basis.  
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4.30 Do controls exist for the collection, timely 
deposit and recording of receipts at each collection 
location? 

There are procedures in place for 
recording of receipts and bank deposit 
which is also subject to review by 
internal audit department. 

      

4.31 Are bank and cash reconciled on a monthly 
basis? 

MOE and Provincial Departments of 
Education conduct monthly 
reconciliation that is also a requirement 
for subsequent monthly budget releases. 

      

4.32 Are all unusual items on the bank reconciliation 
reviewed and approved by a responsible official? 

No evidence obtained on unusual items 
when analyzing itemized presentation of 
MOE accounts. 

      

4.33 Are all receipts deposited on a timely basis? Receipts are deposited within a day of 
receipt.  

      

Safeguard over Assets 

4.34 Is there a system of adequate safeguards to 
protect assets from fraud, waste and abuse? 

All assets are registered in agency level 
asset registry. MOFP (DSA) is to 
establish a computerized asset registry 
module in the integrated financial 
management system (CIGAS). The 
current manual system is considered 
inadequate for effective monitoring of 
the management and disposal of 
government assets. However, they are 
subject to periodic reviews by the 
internal auditor of respective entity as 
well as inspection and validation by the 
AGD annually. In addition, the manual 
fixed assets register is not updated 
regularly and nor is it reconciled to 
physical inventory on a periodic basis. 

      

4.35 Are subsidiary records of fixed assets and 
stocks kept up to date and reconciled with control 
accounts? 

Ref. above       

4.36 Are there periodic physical inventories of fixed 
assets and stocks? 

Ref. above. Monitoring of physical 
assets registries is limited.  

      

4.37 Are assets sufficiently covered by insurance 
policies? 

NA – MOE and provinces are 
government entities. 

      

Other Offices and Implementing Entities 

4.38 Are there any other regional offices or 
executing entities participating in implementation? 

This is a government program 
implemented through the regular public 
sector management system, which 
includes MOE at the central level and 
Education Departments at Provincial 
level. 

      

4.39 Has the project established controls and 
procedures for flow of funds, financial information, 
accountability, and audits in relation to the other 
offices or entities?  

Follows government financial regulations 
and procedures as described above. 

      

4.40 Does information among the different offices/–
implementing agencies flow in an accurate and 
timely fashion? 

Follow government system for 
information.  
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4.41 Are periodic reconciliations performed among 
the different offices/implementing agencies? 

Reconciliation is done at respective 
executing agency level and consolidated 
at the level of MOFP.  

      

Other   

4.42 Has the project advised employees, 
beneficiaries and other recipients to whom to report 
if they suspect fraud, waste or misuse of project 
resources or property? 

The government has established 
procedure for reporting on fraud and 
corruption, among others with the 
CIABOC. After it was reconstituted in 
May 2012 it has publicly advocated for 
reporting on corrupt practices and 
guarantees anonymity with reporting 
through, among others, their website.  

      

5. Internal Audit   

5.1 Is there an internal audit department in the 
entity? 

MOE and all Provincial Education 
Departments have an Internal Audit Unit. 

      

5.2 What are the qualifications and experience of 
audit department staff?  

Most of the staff of MOE has CPA. In 
some provinces challenges in filling 
positions with same level of 
qualifications.  

      

5.3 To whom does the internal auditor report? In MOE to the Secretary MOE which 
chair the internal audit committee and 
with copy of reports to MoFP and AGD.  

      

5.4 Will the internal audit department include the 
project in its work program? 

The scope of work of the Internal Audit 
Department is all revenue and 
expenditures under the respective 
budgets of MOE and provincial 
departments. They however, usually do 
not include projects with external funding 
which follow procedures required by the 
financing partner. 

      

5.5 Are actions taken on the internal audit findings? There is evidence of actions taken 
based on recommendations from the 
Internal Auditor both at MOE and 
provincial levels. Some are related to 
advances not timely cleared, others to 
control of commitments. In addition, 
AGD follow-up to qualifications is within 
the mandate of the Internal Audit units. 

      

6. External Audit   

6.1 Is the entity financial statement audited regularly 
by an independent auditor? Who is the auditor? 

The AGD is the Supreme Audit 
Institution of Sri Lanka who conducts 
annual audit of all government 
appropriation accounts.  

      

6.2 Are there any delays in audit of the entity? 
When are the audit reports issued? 

Audit reports for the last fiscal years 
suggest that reports have been 
submitted within the prescribed 
timeframe (i.e. one year after close of 
the fiscal year). 
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6.3 Is the audit of the entity conducted according to 
the International Standards on Auditing? 

Audits are required to be conducted in 
accordance with INTOSAI and IFAC 
audit standards. However, the format of 
the audit opinion is not entirely in line 
with ISAs.  

      

6.4 Were there any major accountability issues 
brought out in the audit report of the past three 
years? 

No major issues have been presented, 
however issues related to timely 
settlement of advances in particular 
related to external project accounts, 
maintenance of asset registry, timely 
settlement of transfers to subordinated 
entities and various unsupported 
transactions at zonal and school levels 
found from school level sampling.  

      

6.5 Will the entity auditor audit the project accounts 
or will another auditor be appointed to audit the 
project financial statements? 

No project specific accounts. The 
program is financed from regular MOE 
and provincial education department 
budget heads.  

      

6.6 Are there any recommendations made by the 
auditors in prior audit reports or management letters 
that have not yet been implemented? 

There are no outstanding audit 
qualifications of previous years audits 
stated in the audit reports. 

      

6.7 Is the project subject to any kind of audit from 
an independent governmental entity (e.g., the 
supreme audit institution) in addition to the external 
audit? 

The AGD is the external auditor and the 
Supreme Audit Institution of Sri Lanka. 

      

6.8 Has the project prepared acceptable terms of 
reference for an annual project audit? 

Audit will follow AGDs annual audit 
program and mandate as stipulated by 
law and operationalized with 
INTOSAI/IFAC standards of auditing.  

      

7. Reporting and Monitoring   

7.1 Are financial statements prepared for the entity? 
In accordance with which accounting standards? 

Ref. above the government‟s  CIGAS 
system will produce all relevant financial 
statements for program monitoring 
purposes.  

      

7.2 Are financial statements prepared for the 
implementing unit? 

MOE and the Provincial Education 
Departments are the implementing 
agencies/units with separate financial 
statements for each entity.  

      

7.3 What is the frequency of preparation of financial 
statements? Are the reports prepared in a timely 
fashion so as to be useful to management for 
decision making?  

All accounts at MOE and provincial 
levels are closed monthly. Financial 
statements are produced monthly and 
serve as input to management decisions 
on budget allocations/execution.  

      

7.4 Does the reporting system need to be adapted 
to report on the project components? 

The program has been designed within 
the framework of the government‟s 
public sector management structure and 
 the budget is structured according to 
the government‟s chart of accounts. The 
Annual Implementation Plan presents  
the budget according to program activity 
structure and the government‟s chart of  
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 accounts.   

7.5 Does the reporting system have the capacity to 
link the financial information with the project's 
physical progress? If separate systems are used to 
gather and compile physical data, what controls are 
in place to reduce the risk that the physical data 
may not synchronize with the financial data? 

The CIGAs system contains purely 
financial information. The Planning 
Department of MOE has however 
prepared an annual implementation plan 
with activity based budget and will be 
monitoring progress by activity and 
expenditure with information derived 
from the CIGAS system. 

      

7.6 Does the project have established financial 
management reporting responsibilities that specify 
what reports are to be prepared, what they are to 
contain, and how they are to be used? 

Reporting responsibilities and 
procedures are already established as 
per government regulations and 
circulars.  

      

7.7 Are financial management reports used by 
management? 

Financial management reports are 
periodically (monthly) produced for the 
management.  

      

7.8 Do the financial reports compare actual 
expenditures with budgeted and programmed 
allocations? 

The financial reports present initially 
approved budget, expenditures for the 
period and accumulated expenditure. 
There are several different reporting 
formats available and they can be 
produced depending what dimension is 
to be analyzed.  

      

7.9 Are financial reports prepared directly by the 
automated accounting system or are they prepared 
by spreadsheets or some other means? 

All reports are produced directly by the 
CIGAS system. 

      

8. Information Systems 

8.1 Is the financial management system 
computerized? 

The CIGAs system is fully computerized.        

8.2 Can the system produce the necessary project 
financial reports? 

All financial reports will be produced 
from the system. 

      

8.3 Is the staff adequately trained to maintain the 
system? 

The system has been in used since 
1998.  Accounting staff receive training 
in its use both at MOE and DoEs. 

      

8.4 Does the management organization and 
processing system safeguard the confidentiality, 
integrity and availability of the data? 

The system is as yet segregated with 
sub-systems at MOE and provinces (not 
web based with a centralized database).  

      

ADB = Asian Development Bank, AGD = Auditor General‟s Department, AIP = Annual Implementation Plan, CBSL = 
Central Bank of Sri Lanka, CIABOC = Commission to Investigate Allegations of Bribery or Corruption, CIGAS = 
Computerized Integrated Government Accounting System, CPA = certified public accountant, CSTI = Civil Service 
Training Institute, CV = curriculum vitae, DMA = Department of Management Audit, DOE = Department of Education, 
DSA = Department of State Accounts, EKSP = Education for Knowledge Society Project, ESDFP = Education Sector 
Development Framework and Program, GPS = government payroll system, IFAC = International Federation of 
Accountants, IPSAS = International Public Sector Accounting Standards, IPSASB = International Public Sector 
Accounting Standards Board, INTOSAI = International Organization of Supreme Audit Institutions, ISA = International 
Standard on Auditing, MOE = Ministry of Education, MOFP = Ministry of Finance and Planning, NGO = 
nongovernment organization, PIU = project implementation unit.     
Source: Asian Development Bank 
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TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR ANNUAL FIDUCIARY REVIEW 

A. Background 

1. Government of Sri Lanka (the government) and Asian Development Bank (ADB) have 
signed a Loan Arrangement to support institutional reforms and improved educational outcomes 
in the secondary education sub-sector as described in the Report and Recommendations for the 
Education Sector Development Program (ESDP). ADB will commission an annual fiduciary 
review (AFR) to provide additional assurance to the financial statements presented, to analyze 
areas of substantial fiduciary concerns and to gradually improve government financial systems 
and processes by implementing the concrete recommendations of AFR. 
 
2. ESDP uses the government‟s public financial management (PFM) system for management 
of all funding of the program activities including ADB contributions. The use of government PFM 
systems for ADB disbursement to the Consolidated Fund (CF) requires that fiduciary risk can be 
managed within levels acceptable to the government and ADB. In this respect, a fiduciary risk 
assessment of ESDP, with due consideration of both PFM and procurement issues, has been 
carried out during ESDP. The level of fiduciary risk was assessed by ADB as acceptable 
provided that specific disbursement-linked indicators (DLI) to improve the system are 
implemented and maintained by the government.  
 
3. The government PFM systems operate with sound controls in place. Reports are produced 
which provide government and ADB with the ability to monitor both budgeted and actual levels 
of expenditure in accordance with their information needs. The government‟s Integrated 
Budgeting and Accounting System (CIGAS) has the capacity to generate reports upon request 
and to required levels of detail.  
 
B. Purpose of the AFR 

4. The AFR will provide additional assurance to the CIGAS generated budget management 
reports constituting the Statement of Expenditures for financial monitoring purposes. In addition,  
the AFR will focus on reviewing selected risk-areas each year including areas identified by 
annual reports of the Auditor Generals Department (AGD). The AFR will provide concrete 
recommendations for improvement and value addition in the proposed risk areas subject for 
review.  
 
C. Scope of the AFR 

5. The AFRs each year will be implemented with focus on some selected areas which will be 
decided during the Annual Review Mission (ARM) for ESDP. The following are suggested areas 
of focus for the AFR for the duration of ESDP:  
 

(i) Internal controls over payroll processing and personnel data management; 
(ii) Release procedures for cash transfers and distribution of non-cash inputs to 

schools and related financial management; 
(iii) Review of stipends delivery; 
(iv) Review of compliance with the government‟s procurement guidelines at central 

and provincial levels; and 
(v) Other issues arising from AGD annual audit reports. 
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6. In addition to the above, the AFR should review relevant reports from AGD and in 
particular, concerns in recurring observations from these audits, which are both general and 
specific to MOE and provincial education offices.  
 
7. The AFR should include, but not necessarily be limited to, an assessment of the financial 
management system, including internal controls. This would include aspects such as (i) 
adequacy and effectiveness of accounting, financial, and operational controls, and any needs 
for revision; (ii) level of compliance with established policies, plans and procedures; (iii) 
reliability of accounting systems, data, and financial reports; (iv) methods of remedying weak 
controls or creating them where there are none; (v) verification of assets and liabilities; and (vi) 
integrity, controls, security and effectiveness of the operation of the computerized system. The 
assessment should be based on the sample as specified under the specific tasks described 
below. 
 
D. Specific tasks for the AFR FY 2013–2017 

8. The AFR FY 2013–2017 will focus on the following areas:  
 

(i) Management of teachers and payroll; 
(ii) Civil works; 
(iii) Procurement of equipment for upgrading of schools; 
(iv) Procurement of textbooks; 
(v) Management of school based grants; 
(vi) Follow up of AGD audit recommendations; and 
(vii) Other fiduciary issues arising from AGD annual audit reports and other FM 

reviews relevant to program financial management. 
 

E. Timing and reporting 

9. The AFR will commence latest by June 2014, with an estimated total duration of the 
assignment of maximum 10 weeks. The work is to be concluded by December 2014, with the 
submission of a report presenting outcomes from the above tasks including a summary of 
recommendations, actions for follow-up, timeframe for when they should be completed and 
indication of the responsible entity/unit.  
 
10.  The government and ADB will discuss the results of the AFR each year in the ARM. The 
TORs for the succeeding year‟s AFR will also be agreed in ARM.  
 
11. Following deliverables are expected: 
 

(i) Inception report (within 1 week); 
(ii) Draft AFR report (within 8 weeks); and 
(iii) Final AFR report (within 10 weeks). 

 
F. Qualifications of consultants 

12. Assignment will be undertaken by a company who will employ adequate staff with 
appropriate professional qualifications and suitable experience with the International Federation 
of Accountants standards, in particular international standards on auditing, and International 
Organization of Supreme Audit Institution standards, and with experience in performing 
assessments of programs comparable in size and complexity to similar result-based financing 
education sector programs.  
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(i) Financial Audit Specialist and Team Leader (international, 2 person-months). 

The Team Leader nominated by the firm shall: (i) have at least a graduate 
degree in financial management or be a certified accountant; (ii) be a member of 
a recognized accountancy professional body; (iii) have experience from or work 
with a company affiliated to an international audit firm; (iv) have experience with 
the government financial management system, procedures, and regulations 
applying to central government and provincial levels; (v) have experience 
undertaking financial, compliance, and performance audits including design, 
management, and implementation of surveys; (vi) demonstrate team leadership, 
organizational, communication, relational, and report writing skills; and (vii) have 
an excellent command of the English language. 

 
(ii) Financial Audit Specialists (2 national, 4 person-months; 2 person-months each). 

The specialists shall (i) be certified accountants, and (ii) have at least 5 years of 
relevant working experience, preferably in government-executed donor-funded 
projects, as accountants in Sri Lanka. Experience with financial management 
reviews in accordance with the guidelines from multilateral organizations is highly 
preferred. 
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PROPOSED FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT RISK ASSESSMENT AND RISK MITIGATION ACTION PLAN 
 

1. The following Initial Financial Management Action Plan has been prepared based on the basic principles of sound financial 
management practices in the areas of (i)  internal controls, (ii) fund flows, (iii) accounting, (iv) financial reporting, and (v) independent 
audit. This plan will be updated annually based on discussions with the government as well as based on the results of any Annual 
Fiduciary Reviews conducted.  
 
A. Linked to Disbursement through DLI Matrix 

Risk Description Risk Action Item Period Responsibility Comments 

1. Inadequate financing of 
school education sector 
requirements and poor 
predictability of resource 
availability on capital account - 
Budget releases which are not 
fully in line with budget 
allocations and within year 
budget cuts which have 
significant impact especially at 
lower levels of the government 
system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

High Included as DLI 6:  
 
Year 2 (2014)  
At least 80% of 2013 capital budget initial 
allocation for school education actually 
spent by each province and MOE  
 
Year 3 (2015)  
At least 80% of 2014 capital budget initial 
allocation for school education actually 
spent by each province and MOE. 
 
Year 4 (2016)  
At least 85% of 2015 capital budget initial 
allocation for school education actually 
spent by each province and MOE. 
 
Year 5 (2017)  
At least 85% of 2016 capital budget initial 
allocation for school education actually 
spent by each province and MOE. 
 
 
 

From the 2nd 
year onward 
and 
throughout. 
Disbursement 
shall be made 
in June of each 
year against 
targets met for 
the prior year. 
This (This DLI 
cannot be 
carried 
forward, and 
will lapse if it is 
not met for 
each year) 
 

MOFP/MOE 
 
MOFP budgets 
compared with 
unaudited 
expenditure 
statements for 
school 
education 
sector for each 
province and 
MOE. 
 

Capital budget initial 
approved allocation 
is the budget 
estimate for 
“Investment in 
Education” for the 
current year in the 
MOFP budget for 
MOE and for 
“Capital 
Expenditure” for 
PCs for school 
education.  Actual 
expenditure on 
capital account will 
be reported as part 
of the annual 
updating of PPAs 
for each province 
and for MOE based 
on the unaudited 
expenditure 
statements. If the 
DLI is met for 7 out 
of 9 provinces, it is 
considered satisfied. 

2. Financial management 
capacity at MOE and 
provincial levels requires 

 Included as DLI 6: 
Establishment of an SMTSU with clear 
mandate/terms of reference established 

From the 2nd 
year onward 
and 

MOE  
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Risk Description Risk Action Item Period Responsibility Comments 

strengthening. by MOE. The SMTSU will report directly 
to the Secretary, MOE and have a 
dedicated budget for its day-to-day 
operations in ESDFP program monitoring 
and technical support. SMTSU will also 
serve a critical role in coordinating 
development partners‟ support to 
ESDFP, and will serve as the secretariat 
for donor coordination of MOE.  
 
SMTSU staff will be enhanced by five 
experts in secondary education 
management, monitoring and evaluation, 
procurement, financial management, and 
education infrastructure development.   
 

throughout. 

DLI = disbursement-linked indicators, ESDFP = Education Sector Development Framework and Program, MOFP = Ministry of Finance and Planning, MOE = Ministry 
of Education, PPA = performance-based partnership agreement, SMTSU = Sector Monitoring and Technical Support Unit. 
Source: Asian Development Bank. 

 
B. Inclusion in the loan agreement as a financial covenant 

Risk Description Risk Action Item Period Responsibility 

1. Audited Financial Statements 
not issued on a timely basis and are 
not fully compliant with international 
best practice 

Moderate Requirement for submission of timely audited 
financial statements has been covenanted in the 
loan agreement. Withdrawal applications shall be 
accompanied by audited financial statements due 
as per the below schedule. In addition, a detailed 
Statement of Audit Needs on the form, content 
and timing of submission for audited financial 
statements forms part of the Program Action 
Plan. This specifies detailed requirements for the 
following: 
 
(i) Financial Statements are prepared in line with 
Sri Lankan Public Sector Accounting Standards; 
(ii) Audit Report is prepared in accordance with 
Sri Lankan Auditing Standards; (iii) Additional 
assurances are obtained from the auditor on 

Within the 1st year 
and through out 

MOF/MOE 
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Risk Description Risk Action Item Period Responsibility 

compliance with specific loan covenants; and (iv) 
timely submission of a complete set of audited 
financial statements as given below: 
Awareness Trainings shall also be provided to the 
AGD to ensure that they understand ADB‟s audit 
needs 

  1.1 10 months of the end of the fiscal year for 
the financial statements of the Program  

for the year ended 
31 December 2012 

 

  1.2 9 months of the end of the fiscal year for the 
financial statements of the Program  

for the year ended 
31 December 2013 
and 2014 

 

  2.3  8 months of the end of the fiscal year for the 
financial statements of the Program  

for the year ended 
31 December 2015 

 

  2.4  6 months of the end of the fiscal year for the 
financial statements of the Program  

for the year ended 
31 December 2016 

 

  2.5  5 months of the end of the fiscal year for the 
financial statements of the Program  

for the year ended 
31 December 2017 

 

ADB = Asian Development Bank, AGD = Auditor General's Department, MOF = Ministry of Finance, MOE = Ministry of Education. 
Source: Asian Development Bank. 

 
2. The government shall submit annual audited financial statements along with the disbursement requests whenever they fall due 
before a scheduled disbursement. The SMSTU shall also monitor quarterly unaudited financial statements. 
 
3. In addition, ADB reserves the right to commission a supplementary audit. This has been covenanted in the loan agreement.  
 
4. To ensure charter obligations, Government shall submit a certificate of compliance at the end of the program certifying that value of 
total expenditure minus payments to non-ADB member countries exceeds funding by ADB.  
 

5. AFRs will be conducted to assess follow up of audit qualifications and additional assessments of key risk areas. The AFR will be 
focusing on sector specific risk areas such as management of teachers and payroll, civil works (school constructing and expansion), 
procurement of equipment for upgrading of schools, procurement of text books, as well as management of school-based grants and 
scholarships, which constitute the major share of the ESDFP budget. 
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C. Program Action Plan 

6. The government would also need to demonstrate that implementation is in progress and improvement is being made in the 
following areas and that adequate commitment is given to institutional development. The entire Program Action Plan shall be 
covenanted in the loan agreement, and hence has been limited to the more important interventions. 
 

 Risk Description Risk Action Item Period Responsibility 

1 Improved and 
predictable program 
financing and efficient 
budget execution 
- Improved budget 
allocation compared 
with ESDFP total 
costs on capital 
account as well as 
actual spending on 
recurrent account 
which is in line with 
budget allocations. 
 
 

High Capital budget initial approved allocations 
for school education for MOE and PCs 
incrementally in line with ESDPF 
requirements including all costs annually 
and, 
 

at least 50% of  ESDFP requirements for 
2013 
 
at least 80% of ESDFP requirements for 
2014 
 
at least 85% of ESDFP requirements for 
2015 
 
at least 85% of ESDFP requirements for 
2016 
 
at least 90% of ESDFP requirements for 
2017 
 

Actual spending on recurrent account at 
least 95% of approved recurrent budget for 
school education for MOE and PCs. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

by June 2013 
 
 
by June 2014 
 
 
by June 2015 
 
 
by June 2016  
 
 
by June 2017 
 
 

for each fiscal year by 
June of the next year 

 
MOFP, FC, PC, MOE 
 
 

2 Lack of Capacity of 
Internal Auditors at 
MOE and provincial 
level 
 
Baseline: Approx. 
50% vacancies 

High Development and Execution of a Skills 
Development Plan 
 

Benchmark the Internal Audit Guidelines 
with International Professional Practices 
Framework (IPPF) of the Institute of 
Internal Auditors and based on the gap 
analysis, preparation of a „Skills 
Development Plan‟ identifying recruitment 
and training needs 

 
 
 

By 31 December 2013 
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 Risk Description Risk Action Item Period Responsibility 

15% of cumulative required trainings 
conducted and aggregate vacancies 
reduced to 45%  in at least 7 out of 9 
provinces 

By 31 December 2014  

30% of cumulative required trainings 
conducted and aggregate vacancies 
reduced to 40%  in at least 7 out of 9 
provinces  

By 31 December 2015  

45% of cumulative required trainings 
conducted and aggregate vacancies 
reduced to 35%  in at least 7 out of 9 
provinces  

By 31 December 2016  

60% of cumulative required trainings 
conducted and aggregate vacancies 
reduced to 30%  in at least 7 out of 9 
provinces  

By 31 December 2017  

3 Low capacity in 
accounting and 
budgeting at lower 
levels of the system 
(zonal offices and 
schools). Budget 
allocations for sub-
sectors are not 
consistently made 
using appropriate 
GOSL budget heads 
making budget 
management and 
monitoring of total 
resource allocations 
to sub-sectors 
challenging 

High 

 

Finalization of a 4 – year Deployment and 
Training Plan for central, provincial and 
zonal level accounting and planning staff 
including participation of provincial staff in 
CSTI conducted trainings. Trainings to 
include budgeting and financial reporting.  

By 31 December 2013 MOE / Provincial 
Councils (to be agreed 
as part of the 
Performance-Based 
Partnership 
Agreements) 

15% of cumulative required trainings 
conducted and aggregate vacancies 
reduced to 45%  in at least 7 out of 9 
provinces 

By 31 December 2014  

30% of cumulative required trainings 
conducted and aggregate vacancies 
reduced to 40%  in at least 7 out of 9 
provinces 

By 31 December 2015  

45% of cumulative required trainings 
conducted and aggregate vacancies 
reduced to 35%  in at least 7 out of 9 
provinces 

By 31 December 2016  

60% of cumulative required trainings 
conducted and aggregate vacancies 
reduced to 30%  in at least 7 out of 9 
provinces 

By 31 December 2017  
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 Risk Description Risk Action Item Period Responsibility 

4 External Audit 
Recommendations 
not followed up 

High Timely resolution of external audit 
recommendations. At least 50% are 
resolved within one year and  90% within 
two years 

Within 6 months of receipt 
of audited financial 
statements 

MOE 

ESDFP = Education Sector Development Framework and Program, IPPF = International Professional Practices Framework, MOE = Ministry of Education, PC = 
provincial council. 
Source: Asian Development Bank.  

 
D. Recommended Actions to the Government 

7. The following matters were identified as part of the Risk Assessment carried out, and the government has been duly informed for 
making maximum efforts to address. However, the implementation of these shall not be currently monitored.  
 

 Risk Description Risk Action Item Period Responsibility 

1 Low capacity of External Auditors- CPS and 
World Bank financial management assessment 
observed that AGD did not have adequate 
capacity in undertaking its mandate and 
conduct audits fully in compliance with 
international standards and delayed 
submission of audited financial statements. 
AGDs capacity has been strengthened since 
then however the audits still take up to one 
year to complete, the form and content of the 
audit reports are not in line with the Sri Lankan 
Auditing Standards, AGD staff have limited 
capacity in meeting donor specific 
requirements, and  further training will be 
required to increase coverage of staff obtaining 
the required trainings in investigative and 
performance audits 

Medium Year 1 (2013) 
Finalize training plan for AGD staff 
assigned to MOE Appropriation 
Account Audits to provide training 
on meeting additional donor 
requirements 

Within first year- up to 31 
December 2013 

AGD 

Year 2 (2014) 
Execution of at least 75% of 
recruitment plan for the year 

By the 2nd year  

Year 3 (2015) 
Execution of at least 75% of 
recruitment plan for the current 
year and 90% of the recruitment 
plan for the prior year 

By the 3rd year  

Year 4 (2016) 
Execution of at least 75% of 
recruitment plan for the current 
year and 90% of the recruitment 
plan for the two prior years 

By the 4th year  

  Year 5 (2017) 
Execution of at least 75% of 
recruitment plan for the current 
year and 90% of the recruitment 
plan for the three preceding years 

By the 5th year  
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 Risk Description Risk Action Item Period Responsibility 

2 Manual fixed assets register is maintained 
which is not updated regularly nor reconciled 
with physical inventory 

Medium Maintenance of a Fixed Asset 
Register, and tagging/ coding of 
all fixed assets items purchased 
for the Program   

By 31 December 2014 
and throughout 

MOE 

Physical Verification Exercise of 
all program assets and reconciled 
to books of account  

31 December 2016 

AGD = Auditor General's Department, CPS= Country Partnership Strategy, MOE= Ministry of Education. 
Source: Asian Development Bank.  
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PROPOSED PROCUREMENT-RELATED RISK ASSESSMENT AND RISK MITIGATION ACTION PLAN 
 
The following action plan is prepared based on the basic procurement principles of competition, economy and efficiency, transparency, 
and fairness and equal opportunities in the procurement process.  
 

Risk Risk Action Item Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Responsibility 

1. Weak 
capacity of 
procuring entities 

High Develop and roll-out 
a capacity 
development 
program for central 
and provincial level 
institutions, duly 
coordinated with 
other development 
partners, including 
procurement plan, 
cost estimation, bid 
packaging, bid 
evaluation, project 
management and 
reporting templates 
 
Primarily impacts: 
 
Competition 
Economy and 
Efficiency 
Transparency 

Within the 1st  
year, capacity 
building need 
assessment is 
carried out and  
plan is ready 
to be rolled out 
in all provinces 

20% staff is 
trained 

60% staff is 
trained 

80% staff is 
trained 

90% staff is 
trained 

MOE 

2. Manual 
Registration of 
contractors  

Medium Establish an online 
contractor‟s 
registration system  
 
Primarily impacts: 
 
Competition 
Economy and 
Efficiency 
Transparency 

An online 
system has 
been 
established 

Online 
system is 
operational 
and 
functional. 
Online 
registration 
is carried out 
on annual 
basis.  

Information 
is up to date 

Information 
is up to date 

Information 
is up to date 

MOE 
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Risk Risk Action Item Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Responsibility 

3. Fragmented 
approach in bid 
packaging 

High Prepare 
comprehensive 
procurement plan for 
each respective 
procuring entity and   
bundle the goods and 
works in large 
packages, to avoid 
fragmented approach 
(bundle package at 
least up to district 
level and provincial 
level where possible). 
 
Foreign bidders 
should not disallowed 
to participate in 
bidding  
 
Primarily impacts: 
 
Competition 
Economy and 
Efficiency 
Transparency 

Procurement 
plans are 
developed and 
posted on 
website 
(100%) 

Procurement 
plans are 
developed 
and posted 
on website 
(100%) 

Procurement 
plans are 
developed 
and posted 
on website 
(100%) 

Procurement 
plans are 
developed 
and posted 
on website 
(100%) 

Procurement 
plans are 
developed 
and posted 
on website 
(100%) 

MOE 

4. Lack of 
transparency in 
bidding 
processes  

High All bids or proposals 
shall be evaluated 
irrespective of 
certain %age above 
or below cost 
estimates 
 
Bidding document 
should include 
updated version of 
Bank‟s anti corruption 
policy 
Bidding documents 
shall clearly provide 
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Risk Risk Action Item Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Responsibility 

the qualifications and 
evaluation criteria 
and evaluation 
should be carried out 
strictly according to 
the criteria provided 
in the bidding 
documents. 
 
Dependent SOE of 
MOE or the provinces 
should not be allowed 
in the bidding 
National/local 
blacklist or Bank 
debarred firms shall 
not be allowed to 
participate in bidding  
 
Primarily impacts: 
 
Transparency 
Competition 
Economy and 
Efficiency 

5. No 
designated 
procurement 
staff both at 
central and 
provincial level 

High Strengthen institution 
by recruiting full time 
designated 
procurement experts 
both at national and 
provincial level.  
 
Primarily impacts: 
 
Economy and 
Efficiency 

Plan has been 
developed to 
institutionalize 
procurement 
profession 
while SMTSU 
to be 
established at 
central level to 
provide 
support at 
provincial 
MOE, PDE, 
ZEO and 

Procurement 
staff are 
appointed at 
central and 
provincial 
level (50% of 
total 
requirement)  

Procurement 
staff are 
appointed at 
central and 
provincial 
level (100% 
of total 
requirement) 

  MOE/Provincial 
councils 
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Risk Risk Action Item Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Responsibility 

schools to 
enhance 
capacity and 
efficiency. 

6. Complex 
implementation 
and 
administration 
arrangements  

High Develop simplified 
Procurement/operatio
nal manual/SBDs for 
MOE  to streamline 
processes  
 
Primarily impacts: 
 
Economy and 
Efficiency 
Transparency 

Program 
operational 
manual/SBDs  
developed,roll
ed out, and 
posted online.  

Update, if 
necessary 

Update, if 
necessary 

Update, if 
necessary 

Update, if 
necessary 

MOE 

7. Limited or 
no information 
on procurement 
available to the 
public 

High Develop an 
information gathering 
and reporting system 
that covers the 
central and provincial 
levels, to generate 
report to the general 
public, including a 
program website 
where all such 
information is 
available to general 
public free of cost. 
Such information 
should include the 
following key bidding 
and procurement 
information:  
 
1. Cost estimates 
2. Certificates of 
budget appropriation 
3. Procurement plans  
4. Public notices of 

Information 
gathering and 
monitoring 
system is 
developed 
including 
Website.  
 
 
 

100% of 
procurement 
under the 
program 
should be 
reported 
through the 
information 
gathering 
and 
monitoring 
system, and 
posted on 
the program 
website. 
 

100% of 
procurement 
under the 
program 
should be 
reported 
through the 
information 
gathering 
and 
monitoring 
system, and 
posted on 
the program 
website. 
 

100% of 
procurement 
under the 
program 
should be 
reported 
through the 
information 
gathering 
and 
monitoring 
system, and 
posted on 
the program 
website. 
 

100% of 
procurement 
under the 
program 
should be 
reported 
through the 
information 
gathering 
and 
monitoring 
system, and 
posted on 
the program 
website. 
 

MOE 
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Risk Risk Action Item Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Responsibility 

bid opportunities 
5. Bidding documents 
and addenda 
6.Bid opening 
information/minutes 
7. Bid evaluation 
results 
8.Recommendations 
and approvals of 
awards 
9. 
Bidding/procurement 
committee 
resolutions 
10. Notices of awards 
11. Signed contracts 
and 
amendments/variatio
ns 
12. Invoices, 
disbursements 
vouchers with 
inspection and 
acceptance reports 
13. Receipts of 
payments 
14. Formal appeals 
by bidders, if any, 
and outcomes 
15. Records on 
claims and dispute 
resolutions, if any 
16. Records of time 
taken to complete 
key steps in the 
procurement process 
 
All provinces and 
central government 
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Risk Risk Action Item Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Responsibility 

enhance 
transparency by 
maintaining above 
data base including 
complaint issues and 
MOE shall share all 
such reports to ADB 
on quarterly basis.   
 
Primarily impacts: 
 
Transparency 

8. Lack of 
periodic 
procurement 
reviews and 
audit 

High  Procurement audits 
are conducted by 
every year, with the 
results indicated for 
each year: 
 
Primarily impacts: 
 
Fairness and Equal 
Opportunity 

  Not more 
than 30% of 
audited 
contracts 
have 
negative 
findings 

Not more 
than 20% of 
audited 
contracts 
have 
negative 
findings 

Not more 
than 10% of 
audited 
contracts 
have 
negative 
findings 

MOE/AGD 

9. Complaint 
mechanism – 
independent 
Appeal Board 

High Formalize the appeal 
process with 
established 
procedures, 
timelines, matters 
subject to review 
(which may not only 
be limited to contract 
award but social 
issues), remedies, 
etc.; 
 
Primarily impacts: 
 
Transparency, 
Fairness and Equal 
Opportunity 

Complaint 
mechanism is 
fully 
established, 
public is aware 
of this 
tool/facility and 
status of all 
complaints are 
uploaded on 
the website 

100% 
complaints 
are 
uploaded on 
the website 
with the 
status on the 
action taken 

100% 
complaints 
are uploaded 
the website 
with the 
status on the 
action taken 

100% 
complaints 
are uploaded 
the website 
with the 
status on the 
action taken 

100% 
complaints 
are uploaded 
the website 
with the 
status on the 
action taken 

MOFP/MOE 
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Risk Risk Action Item Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Responsibility 

10. Lack of 
effective and 
independent use 
of CIABOC  

High Identify and address 
issues that impede 
the initiation of legal 
action against fraud 
and corruption, and 
amend the Anti- 
Bribery and 
Corruption Act as 
needed 
 
Design and deliver 
training to the staff of 
CIABOC in 
investigating 
procurement cases of 
fraud and corruption; 
and 
 
Strengthen provisions 
relating to fraud and 
corruption and 
conflict of interest in 
the Procurement and 
Consultant 
Guidelines, Manuals 
and SBDs/SRFP. 
 
Primarily impacts: 
 
Fairness and Equal 
Opportunity 

All cases of 
fraud and 
corruption are 
investigated, 
and are 
available on 
website and 
action 
taken/process
ed 

All cases of 
fraud and 
corruption 
are 
investigated, 
and are 
available on 
website and 
action 
taken/proces
sed 

All cases of 
fraud and 
corruption 
are 
investigated, 
and are 
available on 
website and 
action 
taken/proces
sed 

All cases of 
fraud and 
corruption 
are 
investigated, 
and are 
available on 
website and 
action 
taken/proces
sed 

All cases of 
fraud and 
corruption 
are 
investigated, 
and are 
available on 
website and 
action 
taken/proces
sed 

MOE 

ADB = Asian Development Bank, AGD = Auditor General's Department, CIABOC = Commission to investigate Allegations of Bribery or Corruption, MOE = Ministry of 
Education, MOFP = Ministry of Finance and Planning, SBD = Standard Bidding Document, SRFP = Standard Request for Proposal, SMTSU = Sector Monitoring and 
Technical Support Unit. 
Source: Asian Development Bank. 

 

 
 


